English dept. springs surprise on freshmen
by Jim Fowler
The Freshman class of '81
encountered an experimental
approach to the essay exam
administered by the English
d e p a r t m e n t on T u e s d a y
afternoon. Gone was the
English Competency Exam,
replaced this year by the
euphemistically titled
English Composition Exam.
And whereas 13.1% of those
who took the exam will be
required to enroll in English
103 this semester, it is not due
so much to the fact that they
failed as the fact that their
performance on the assignment was unsatisfactory.
According to Dr. J.D.
Huston, Associate Professor of
English and Chairman of the
Freshman English Committee, the change in words was
desirable because of the
possibly insulting connotations of "competence" and
"fail". The purpose of the
exam is to determine whether
each Freshman's writing
"meets the u n i v e r s i t y ' s
standards of excellence", not
to p i n p o i n t i n d i v i d u a l
students as "incompetents"
who have not yet mastered the
fundamentals of writing. (For
a breakdown of this year's
results by sex and college, see
story on page 12.)
But where this year's exam
deviated from the normal
presentation of past Competency exams was in the
content, and discrepancy in
administration. The Freshm a n E n g l i s h Committee
sought to avoid what might be
considered boring general
topics in favor of writing
options which were meant to
surprise and challenge the
student. However, this
different approach also
included two separate exam
papers giving some Freshmen
four options to choose from
and others no such selection of
writing assignments.
The 659 Freshmen and
transfer students who took the
exam were divided into four
groups on the basis of the first
letter of their surnames. The
159 students in the A-D group
reported to Hamman Hall

while those in the E-Z category
were assigned to three other
buildings on a surname basis.
Of the four writing options
available to the 500 E-Z
Freshmen, one in particular
s t o o d out a s o b v i o u s l y
challenging and initially
intimidating. Basically, it
listed twelve articles (including a plastic container of
Bufferin, three Band-Aids,
and a small plastic hippo
among others) and instructed
the Freshman to write an
argumentative essay mentioning and relating the twelve
items without resorting to a
f i c t i o n a l , short-story approach. Only a small
percentage of the E-Z group
attempted this option.
However, 100 percent of the
A-D group responded to the
"plastic hippo" assignment
because this Hamman Hall
group was given no alternative. What was an option for
the E-Z Freshmen was the
only "choice" offered the A-D
group. The interesting array of
objects came from a bathroom
in a private home, and, to add
a graphic touch, the twelve
items were placed on the
Hamman Hall stage, where

the 159 F r e s h m e n were
encouraged to go up to observe
and feel the articles.
Necessarily, these items were
not available to the E-Z
Freshmen for inspection.
Dr. Huston explains that

such a discrepancy in testing
was intentional, an attempt to
elicit and encourage a good
performance from the
Hamman Hall Freshmen by
making them pay attention to
such features as organization,

argumentation, thesis, use ot
evidence, precision and clarity
of expression, and intellectual
maturity. The format of the
"plastic hippo" essay was
designed with grading criteria
(continued on page 19)
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Insurance plan yet to be finalized
Effective this year, a student
must prove he has medical
insurance coverage before he
can obtain a 1977-78 Rice ID
card. While in this sense
coverage is mandatory, no
specific type of policy is
required. The student may
either choose to obtain a policy
from Keystone Insurance of
Texas or fill out the alternate insurance half of the
medical plan form mailed to
Rice students in early August.
To facilitate matters a table
has been set up outside the
Cashier's Office in Allen
Center, where both Keystone
applications and alternate
coverage forms (i.e. medical
plan forms) are available for
those students who have not
filled out either. Those who
have completed a medical plan
form simply present it to one of
the persons manning the table

and receive an initialed card
indicating they are covered
either by Keystone or some
other health insurance policy.
This card is then taken to the
Cashier's Office where ID
cards are picked up.

As of this writing, Rice still
has no written contract with
the UT Health Science Center,
the clinic which included
mandatory student health
insurance coverage as one of
the conditions governing its

association with Rice as an
extension of this year's health
services. However, Bonnie
Heliums, Director of Student
Activities, hopes to have a
formal contract with UT
finalized in the near future.

Campanile editor resigns
by Barry J o n e s
Tom Brown has resigned
from the post of Campanile
editor effective last Monday.
The resignation was made
known in a letter from Brown
to S t u d e n t A s s o c i a t i o n
President Claude Sisson,
copies of which were sent to
the Thresher and K T R U .
When contacted by the
Thresher, Brown said: "I
believe the integrity of student
publications has been
compromised by unwarranted
crusades headed by overzealous S.A. officers who have

not the slightest knowledge of
running or have shown any
true interest in learning the
operations of the particular
publications. I realize that the
events of last semester got a
bit out of hand; however, the
actions of the Senate were
perhaps even more irresponsible."
Candidates for editor of the
Campanile are required by
the Student A s s o c i a t i o n
Constitution to "have had one
year's experience on the staff

Scenes from Matriculation: Sam Jones leads an ensemble from the Shepherd School of Music; the procession of t h e deans a n d masters

of the Campanile in order to
petition for said office; the
year of the election may be
counted as one full year of
experience." Brown's duties
with the Campanile last year
were never rigorously defined.
His qualifications were not
questioned until after the
election.
There will be a special
meeting of the S.A. Senate
Tuesday to set a date for a
special election for Campanile Editor.

- t w cook a n d w a i t e r u n d e r w o o d

Commentary
their thing. What the future
brings is up to you. Me, I've
graduated — it's over before
you know it.
Don't be afraid to speak up,
to question. Take the advice of

So you're coming to Rice,
huh? You've received that
engraved parchment (suitable for framing) signed
by Dr. Hackerman himself:
those puff-chested introductions from your parents (This
is my son/daughter who's
going to Rice) and the ritual
replies (Oh, you must be
smart!, or, I remember a
second cousin of Norman's
who went to Rice back in what
year was it?) Perhaps you've
already wandered around the
place or been shown around by
some enthusiastic sophomore.
In that case, you're probably
wondering what this is all
about, bombarded by something that we here call "the
Rice myth." A myth, you'll
learn, which is not something
you can reach out and feel,
and isn't necessarily false,
either, but infects every
contact you have outside the
hedges, stamps you as a
"Riceperson" indelibly.

Rice is the old Houston,
floating on a sea of money
brought up by technology. It's
also that money's conception
of what a college education
should be. Will Rice was a
corporate lawer who lived in
what is now one of the city's
more extensive ghettoes. His
daughter, Emma, was the first
wife of a Rice undergraduate
named Howard Hughes. Harry Hanszen and Harry Wiess
were oil executives, the latter
president of Humble Oil.
Edgar Odell Lovett was the
Institute's first president, and
got the idea of acollege system
from Wood row Wilson, under
whom he worked at Princeton.
Mary Gibbs Jones was married to Jesse, who owned the
Houston Chronicle and much
of the old city. Margaret Root
Brown was the mother of
George Brown '20, a man who
never graduated but made a
mint anyway as the head of
Brown & Root.

How did you come to this
place? Perhaps you were very
good at taking tests; Rice
people are. Maybe you were
the biggest jock in three
counties. Rice was one of the
collection of Universities you
applied to, you put it in a
category of places that might
be right for you and somehow
... before you wonder too much
what you're doing here, it
might be useful to look inside
this Rice myth to see if
anything familiar lives inside.

Walk around the campus;
you might spy some of the
ghosts who built this place.
For many years Lovett Hall,
the Physics Building, North
Hall (Baker College) and the
Mech lab stood alone on the
plain. An Italian immigrant
named Tony Martino planted
the oak trees and exhorted the
football team at pep rallies
and bonfires. "Rice-a fight,
nevah die" — listen when the
wind blows, and you'll hear
him or one of his helpers,
blowing through the treetops.
The last four years have
been pretty typical for Rice. Mr. Claude Sisson
The MOB became a household President,
Student Association
word in Texas with its
parodies of Texas A&M and
the Astrodome. Willy's Pub Dear Mr. Sisson:
opened, and now every physi- ' It is truly amazing how
cal need can be satisfied much disaffection for an entire
without leaving campus. The institution can be engendered
Honor Code was revised-, and by one person or source that is
three All-American jocks did basically insignificant to the

By now you've heard, no
doubt, the story of William
Marsh Rice, who made a
killing in the Civil War but
never learned to read. You
might have heard of James
Addison Baker, who uncovered Rice's murder (the
butler really did it) "and
brought his money back here.

WILLY

English professor Terry Doody:
"You now are the maker,
beyond the genius of Rice is
you. So love yourselves and
each other and Rice. Talk. And
listen, faithfully and hard, for

HOT SUN,,
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threshing-it-out

Ex-editor blasts 'watchdogs'

by Jeff Kerr

total operation of such an
institution.
With a whole summer
behind me to reflect upon the
unfortunate events that
occurred last term, it is clear
that no campus organization
will be able to do its business
without devastating meddling
in the name of "watchdog"
m o n i t o r i n g by the SA
hierarchy.
I find it disgusting that
individuals with absolutely no
experience in operating
student publications have
taken it upon themselves to

make policy d e c i s i o n s
concerning them.
Therefore, I, T h o m a s
Edward Brown, do hereby
submit my resignation as
Editor of the 1978 Campanile,
effective immediately.
There are jnany comments I
could, and should, make
concerning the actions of the
SA that have prompted me to
this decision. However, they
would be as rude and possibly
defamatory as they would be
true.
Thomas Edward Brown
PHILIP PARKER

T h e RlCO
_
£
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— dana blankenhorn
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W H A T 5 0 R T OF ACTIVITIES
W I L L MY SON BE. INVOLVED_
IN T H I S W E E - M R . FLOOCH?

RIGHT NOW. FOR ,
INSTANCE, YOUR SON'S
ADVISOR 15 SHOUING
HIM ALL OF THE IMP0KT. .ANT ACADEMIC FEATURES
^ \ O F THE CAMPUS.

the things that are most
important to say are often the
most difficult to get out. Talk.
Don't B.S. Talk."

THIS,MEN, 15 THE PUB/
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Texas Public Interest Research Group

•

TexPIRG

Choosing a bank is an
important, but often haphazard business. And yet, few
people shop around before
choosing a bank, relying
instead on hearsay, an ad in
the newspaper, or or even the
sound of a bank's name.
We at TexPIRG would like to
help you make a choice based
on substantial information,
e s p e c i a l l y if you are a
freshman who has probably
never had to choose a bank.
The chart on this page outlines
the responses we received by
telephone from the fifteen
banks we thought students
would most likely use.
The questions were chosen
in an attempt to show which
banks are most economical
though some banks expressed
a deliberate attempt to refrain
from placing students in a
special class. The banks are
listed in alphabetical order,
not according to any order of
quality.
This information was
compiled on August 4 and 5. It
is only as accurate as the data

Local banking services compared

given to us; if you find any
conflicting information,
please let us know.
H o w to use this chart
There are two basic costs
associated with checking
accounts: the monthly service
charge and the price of the
checks themselves. There are,
however, a number of other
costs that may or may not be
apparent. Expenses such as
stopping payment or the cost
of a bounced check are usually
only provided when expressly
asked for. Another not so
obvious cost is the interest
that is lost by keeping high
minimum balances for the free
checking privileges. Minimum
initial deposits also preclude
earning interest in a savings
account. These cannot
h o n e s t l y be c a l l e d free
checking services.
Most banks determine their
Monthly Service Charge
according to the 3-2-1 plan,
which means that, if your
minimum (or for some banks,

average) monthly balance is
less than $100, then you are
charged a $3.00 service
charge. If your balance is
greater than $100, but less
than $200, your service charge
is $2.00. If your balance is
greater than $200, but less
than $300, you fork out a $1.00
service charge. And if your
balance is greater than $300,
your service charge is zero.
Other banks have devised
complicated s y s t e m s for
computing monthly service
c h a r g e s . B a n k of t h e
Southwest, for instance, offers
free checking only if you
maintain a $1000 (!) balance
for s i x m o n t h s . For a
minimum balance of $500,
they charge nothing for the
first 15 checks written and 6<t
for each additional check. If
the minimum balance is $300,
you get to write 4 checks free,
the fifth check costs 60<J, and
each check after that costs 6<t.
If the minimum balance is
$200, the first check costs
$1.02, while all subsequent

8>

checks written cost 6<f.
Although everyone knows
that hot checks are illegal, as
well as bad for your credit
rating, we asked each bank
what they charge for bounced
checks. All banks charge
between $5.00 and $7.50.
Stop Payment charges
range between $2.00 and $7.50.
Stop Payment orders happen
when you write a check and
then decide you should not
have written it. In that case,
you ask your bank to stop
payment. If the check has not
yet returned to the bank and
has been debited to your
account, the bank can issue an
order for which it will charge.
Checks cost money, too.
Although a few banks offer
free line checks (the kind
without your name, address,
or account number on them),
you will probably want to
invest in personalized checks,
saving yourself the trouble of
writing all of your personal
data on each check. We have
listed the costs of scenic
(fancy) and non-scenic (not

fancy) checks for each bank
surveyed.
If you don't have a car or a
friend with a car, you may
want to know which banks are
either within walking distance
or offerfreepostage envelopes.
By assessing your own
banking needs, you can use
this chart to compare banks
and determine the least
expensive plan. Only you can
determine which is best for
you. We hope this will help.

TexPIRG (The Texas Public
Interest Research Group) is a
student-operated, studentfunded group which seeks to
inform and aid the public on
consumer-related problems.
If you would like to do
consumer research for or with
TexPIRG (either through a
class or on your own time),
give us a call at 749-3130 (U of
H) or 527-4099.
Next time TexPIRG surveys
savings accounts.

JU
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Bank of Houston
5115 Main/529-4881

non-profit
organizations

no

3 free checks/$100 bal.
Then, $1.00 SC plus
5«/check.

$100

$5.00

$2.00 $3.00/2.75

yes

no

9-4, M-Th; 9-5:30 Fri.;
Drive-in: 7:30-5:30,
M-F

no

Bank of the Southwest
910 Travis/751-6000

senior citizens, social
security, with $1000
balance for six months

$1000

varies; see explanation
in text.

none

$7.00

$3.50 $3.45/3.18

yes

no

7:30-5:30, M-F

no

Chemical Bank and Trust
3201 Kirby/522-3811

senior citizens;
police officers.

$1000

3-2-1

depends on $7.50
individual

$5.00 $5.00/5.00

yes

no

9-2 M-Th, 9-6 F;
Drive-in: 7:30-6 M-F,
8-1 Sat.

no

Fannin Bank
1020 Holcombe/790-1000

no

$400 (average)

3-2-1, on average bal.

$100

$5.00

$2.00 $3.48/3.19

yes

no

9-5 M-F;
Drive-in: 7:30-5:30,
M-F

no

First City BankMedical Center
6424 FanninV790-9500

UT and Baylor
medical students.

$300

3-2-1

$50

$7.50

$5.00 $3.48/3.19

yes

yes 9-3:30 M-Th, 9-5:30 F;
Drive-in: 7:30-5:30,
M-F

First International
Bank in Houston
1801 Main/652-6211

no

$300

3-2-1

$100

$7.50

$5.00 $3.41/3.14

yes

no

First City National Bank
in Houston
1001 Main/658-6011

no

$300

3-2-1

$50

$7.50

$5.00 $3.95/3.25

yes

no

7:30-5:30 M-F

student loans
after one year

First National Bank of
West University Place
3633 Rice Blvd./664-1020

no

$300, or $2000
savings bal., or
CD (certificate)

3-2-1

none

$5.00

$5.00 $3.25/3.00

yes

no

7:30-5:30 M-F,
7:30-12:30 Sat

no

Liberty Bank
3200 Montrose/529-4821

senior citizens

$300

3-2-1

$100

$7.50

$7.50 $3.75/3.50

yes

no

9-2:30 M-Th, 9-6 F,
9-12:30 Sat; Drive-in:
7:30-6 M-F, 9-12:30 Sat

no

Medical Center Bank
6631 Main*/790-1976

no

$300

3-2-1

$100

$7.50

$2.00 $4.00/4.00

yes

no

9-5 M-F;
Drive-in: 7:30-6, M-F

no

Plaza del Oro
Commerce Bank
7505 Fannin/795-4400

no

$300

3-2-1

$50

$7.50

$5.00 $4.00/3.75

yes

no

9-2 M-Th, 9-6 F;
Drive-in: 7:30-6 M-F,
7:30-12:30 Sat

no

South Main Bank
3001 Main/528-6111

no

$300

3-2-1 or
50*/mo. plus 10</check

$100

$7.50

$5.00 $4.50/3.50

yes

yes 9-2 M-Th, 9-5:30 F,
no
Drive-in: 7:30-5:30 M-F

Texas Commerce Bank
721 Main/236-4865

no

$300

3-2-1

$100

$7.50

$5.00 $3.24/3.15

yes

no

7:30-5:30 M-F

Texas Commerce
Medical Bank
6645 Main*/795-4222

no

$300

3-2-1

$100

$7.00

$2.50 $3.48/3.19

yes

no

9-3:30 M-Th, 9-5:30 F; loans for
Drive-in: 7:30-5:30 M-F grad students

University State Bank
5117 Kelvin/526-1211
•within walking distance.

no

$300

$l-$99 balance: $2.00
$100-$199 balance: $1.50
$200+ balance: $1.00

$50

$7.50

$7.50 $4.00/3.20

yes

no

9-2 M-F, 9-12:30 Sat

c

,

8-4 M-Th, 8-5:30 F;
Drive-in: 7:30-5:30
M-Th, 8-5:30 F

federally insured
student loans

no

student loans

no
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Freshmen challenged to control their fate
bv Philip
by
Philio Parker

H p also
nlart pointed m
i f fV*
r» 4He
out
that
students are not powerless and
could influence University
a f f a i r s . " T h e r e are no
authority figures to solve your
problems, so you have to seize
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for y o u r
actions. . .while the Vikings
met their challenges with
broadswords and strong arms,
you will meet yours with
knowldege and skill."
Introducing the freshmen to
the Honor System was Cathy
Lankford, chairman of the
Honor Council. While some
may think that the honor
system is "too idealistic, even
hopelessly so, Rice remains
one of only three universities
with a working honor
s y s t e m , " she said. "The
m a t e r i a l a d v a n t a g e s are
proctorless examinations, but
there are l e s s t a n g i b l e
advantages. We are treated as
adults and expected to act
ethically."
Hackerman gave the
freshpeople a quick description of the Board of Governors
and its functions, and then
listed some student organizations. Good-naturedly, he
"Each age has its own made a special point to
challenges," remarked Claude recognize the Thresher—"If I
Sisson, SA president, "and the don't mention it, the editor will
eleventh century Vikings' probably write something
challenge was to sail the seas n a s t y about me." ( T h a t
in search of plunder." Since w o u l d n e v e r happen—ed.)
piracy is no longer a n
"About the purpose, scope,
acceptable practice, noted and character of this UniverSisson, we must find different sity, I know you have heard a
goals. "We must seize control lot of bragging, as well as
of the forces in our lives and d e r o g a t o r y ' s t a t e m e n t s , "
make them conform to our Hackerman noted. "But I
wishes. We should try to think the braggers have it
control our fate, not just much more correctly." He
respond to it," he continued. went on to say that the new

Last Tuesday night the
incoming freshmen officially
became the Class of 1981 in
matriculation ceremonies, a
rite that they discovered can
be done in public. Addresses
by the presidents of the
University and the Student
Association dealt with
issues ranging from the
challenges which faced
eleventh century Vikings to
the problems which concern
twentieth century Americans.
Katherine Brown, Dean of
Undergraduate Affairs, was
still recovering from a broken
leg suffered in an auto wreck in
July and was unable to give
the traditional welcome to the
new class. Rice President
Norman Hackerman filled in
to make brief introductions of
the various deans, administrators, masters, and other
celebrities. When members of
each college were recognized,
the audience responded with
the dignity and decorum
w h i c h i s e x p e c t e d of
ceremonies of this nature, i.e.
a yelling contest.

.1 j
Rice people1 were a very select
group. "You're not better than
anyone else, but there are none
better. You're equal to the
b e s t . " He praised their
"subtlety, understanding,
originality, and imagination."
Undiverted by those not
wanting to learn, this class
will have little to hold it back
a s it " r e a c h e s for new
horizons." Competition is
keen here, and GPA'S are not as
high as other institutions, he
continued, "but by and large
people recognize this and use
an invisible factor to evaluate
Rice students."
"Education is more than
just getting good grades to get
a good job—I would say that
you need to expand your mind,
in t h e pre-drug r e l a t e d
meaning of the word. . .
The stockpile of ignorance is

•

r~
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infinite, and it's a scramble to
convert as much of that
ignorance into understanding
as you can." He told the class
of '81 that they were a
beginning of an era—an era
that "would make use of
resources from other bodies in
the firmament besides earth.
In fact, today I talked with
some people about a plan to
mine substances from the
moon. T h i s w a s n ' t idle
chatter—this was serious
chatter." (Laughter) "And you
are the group that will help
make it a reality."
The upcoming months will
be a time of transition and
"possibly your toughest one,"
stated Hackerman. "you will
make the abrupt change to
being on your own. But you
would be foolish not to let

those around you help during
these times."
Hackerman also pointed out
that private universities also
find themselves in a period of
transition. "But you knew
about these problems, but
you're here, and many more
applied for your places."
Hackerman judged Rice's
future as looking "very good,"
with enough money to carry
out i t s purpose for the
foreseeable future.
With a select student body
and faculty, Rice has a very
stimulating intellectual
atmosphere. "That is the main
thrust, but not the only one,"
continued Hackerman.
"Students study hard and play
hard. Most of you will have an
extremely good time, and a
bulk of you will graduate."

Freshmen express their college loyalty at Matriculation Cermony Tuesday night.

Smith's faculty address explains the tao of physics
by Martha Ramos

"MJT— of —
• • _ — _ _ we
"The kind
knowledge
should all be seeking in the
university environment, transcends area specialties, disciplines, departments, and
divisions. No single branch of
knowledge has a monopoly on
truth, and each can benefit
from exposure to the others."
This was the first theme and
main point of the faculty
address by Richard J. Smith,
associate professor of History,
specialist in Chinese History.
TTie title of the lecture, "The
Tao of Physics," was taken
from a book by the same name.
The book, written by physicist
Fritjof Capra, was suggested
to Smith by one of his
students; and it attempts "to
establish a link between
ancient Eastern wisdom and
modern Western science."
Smith said that in response
to his reading of Capra's
inspirational book he spent
the summer exploring various
scientific fields previously
uninvestigated by him. His
address was born of a desire to
communicate his exhiliration
in being able to connect the
paths of knowledge in the
scientific areas with those
paths in the humanities.
Because of Smith's background in the Chinese culture,
Capra's book, The Tao o f
P h y s ic s , suggested to him
"three distinct but related
metaphors. The first centers

on the idea of t a o as an allpervading unity, one that
implies an integral relationship not only between matter
and phenomena, but also
between ideas and forms of
knowledge . The second metaphor is based on the notion of
tao as creative inspiration,
the fundamental source of the
imaginative search for an
understanding of nature that
characterized the Taoist point
of view. The third metaphor
involves the idea of t a o as the
expression of perfect balance
between complementary opposites, y i n and y a n g . . .
These three related themes—
the unity of k n o w l e d g e ,
creative imagination, and
balance in the pursuit of
knowledge—seem
appropriate to t h i n k i n g about
undergraduate education in
any university, and education
at Rice in particular."
Smith then pointed out that
"unity of knowledge" is
dependent upon effective
communication between the
diverse areas of knowledge.
Drawing from C.P. Snow,
Smith determined that the
main deterrent to effective
communication is the "two
cultures" problem. In a 1959
Cambridge University lecture,
Snow claimed "that a split has
occurred in the intellectual
and practical life of Western
society between the culture of
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the so-called literary intellectuals and that of the
scientists."
Smith drew a comparison to
Snow's statement by referring
to the typical Rice stereotypes
of S.E.'s and Academs. He said
"Academs generally consider
S.E.'s to be uncultured,
narrow, c o m p u l s i v e and
uninteresting . . . S.E.'s for
their part, see Academs as
hopelessly naive, mechanically inept, intellectually inferior,
and possessed of no redeeming
s o c i a l v a l u e . These are
destructive myths that should
have been abandoned at Rice
long a g o . . . Why, then, do they
persist? Why is there so much
misunderstanding?"
"The answer is simple: The
irrational failure of rational
m i n d s to c o m m u n i c a t e . "
People have deluded themselves to the point where one
no longer makes any attempt
to see beyond "the deceptive
clarity of such distinctions—
particularly those between the
sciences and the humanities."
Smith believes "virtually all
forms of knowledge have an
aesthetic as well as an
intellectual dimension . . . In
every branch of learning,
theories and models developed
by human beings serve only as
approximations of the true
nature of things. To put the
point in Taoist terms, the only
reality is that there is no single

reality, no one true perspective."
The second theme of Smith's
lecture dealt with creative
inspiration. "Knowledge
without inspired exploration,
without creative imagination,
is sterile." Imagination means
"not only the synthesizing
-power of the mind and its
ability to form new symbols
and images, but also the
a b i l i t y to e s c a p e from
convention, to adopt fresh
perspectives, even take flights
of T a o i s t f a n c y . " T h i s
creativity should not be
regarded as a privelege to
t h o s e w o r k i n g in the
humanities. Smith quoted
Max P l a n c k , a German
physicist and early quantum
theorist on the "importance of
creativity, 'pioneer scientists
must have a vivid intuitive
imagination for new ideas,
i d e a s not g e n e r a t e d by
deduction, but (by) artistically
creative imagination'."
Smith then outlined his
c o n c e p t i o n of w h a t a
university should be. In his
view, "the major function of
undergraduate education
should be to encourage the
exploration of new ideas, to
promote an active sense of
intellectual discovery (and) to
f o s t e r c r e a t i v i t y . " He
encouraged students to "take a
variety of courses in several
different departments, to see
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how the knowledge gained in
one class may relate to the
subject matter of another."
Smith also mentioned that
"one important conclusion
reached by the 1976 Convocation Committee was that Rice
students too often mistakenly
think of their education that
goes on exclusively within the
structured b o u n d a r i e s of
classrooms and laboratories.
More attention needs to be
given to education as a process
of 'exchange and interchange
between faculty and students
outside the classroom; in office
conferences, over meals, in the
colleges, and in other places
where people congregate'."
In c o n c l u s i o n S m i t h
stressed that a balance must
be a c h i e v e d i n f o r m a l
education. "A healthy balance
in Chinese intellectual life had
to be maintained between
what one had to do, and what
one's natural impulse was to
do." So should be also the
course of one's education:
balanced.
"In the world of undergraduate education there must
be a place for the free
exploration of ideas that have
no market value, ideas which
are simply their own rich
reward. Each of you must
strike a balance between
career goals and personal
needs in order to find the t a o
of Rice."

HEW grant to fund international business study
T h e J e s s e H. J o n e s
Graduate School of Administration this week was awarded
a $100,000 grant from the
D e p a r t m e n t of H e a l t h ,
Education and Welfare to
launch an extensive program
in International Studies and
Business.
Robert R. Sterling, Dean of
the Jones School, said the
federal grant has been made
available to the Jones School
for its inaugural year which
begins August 29 and will be
spread over two years. Charles
F. Doran, an associate
professor of political science at
Rice, heads the new courses as
Director of International
Programs of the Jones School,
Dean Sterling said.

political processes and
problems through aquisition
of appropriate foreign and a
realistic understanding of
foreign values and cultural
perspectives."
"An even more specific goal
of the new program is to help
the nation—and our interested
students—move toward a
resolution of worldwide
energy problems through
proper understanding of the
global milieu in which these
problems first arose, grew, and
continue to persist," Dr. Doran
stressed.
"Our educational and
training expansion into the
real-life challenges facing
America's i n t e r n a t i o n a l
business sector should add
materially to the marketable
skills of our graduates," Doran
pointed out. "Many enterprises in Houston and the
Southwest have opened
branches abroad in recent
years, both within and beyond
the OPEC countries, a trend
which is likely to continue into
the next decade. Since these
firms are accustomed to hiring
many of their administrators
locally, these companies are
attaching increasing importance to knowledge of
i n t e r n a t i o n a l trade and
politics, foreign languages,
and solid awareness of the

Charles F. Doran

The HEW grant comes from
the Department's U.S. Office
of Education "to add a series of
crucial core seminars and
lecture courses with an
interdisciplinary and crossregional approach," Dr. Doran
explained. "The timing of the
federal grant is at least as
significant as its magnitude.
WTiile the grant defrays the
cost of only a small fraction of
our entire international
studies and business program,
federal support was essential
to the successful inclusion of
these international components in the offerings of the
Jones School."
Dr. Doran added that "the
international program will
provide Jones School graduates with tangible skills for
more effective analysis of
international business and

nuances of foreign culture
which are essential to effective
and successful business
operations abroad."
D r . D o r a n added t h a t
Houston demand for "broad
training in international
studies and business is
sufficiently pressing that the
Future Studies Committee of
the Houston Chamber of
Commerce, the Governor's
>ffice and local media have
•ged greater attention to this
cuucational need."
In addition to his duties as
Director of the International
Programs to the Jones School,
Dr. Doran will also present a
seminar on energy. Author of
four books and many
scholarly articles, Dr. Doran
holds degrees from Harvard
and Johns Hopkins Universities with extensive study and

Article aids in recovery
Recently the Rice Police
were able to recover $4061
worth of electronic equipment
stolen from Physics Lab on
July 29. Sam Carrington,
Proctor, said that the article
on the break-in in the August
11 Thresher was instrumental in locating the stoleii
equipment, a digital multimeter, an oscilloscope, and a
CRT computer terminal.

Carrington would not reveal
other details at this time.
Students walking around
campus at night should be
prepared to show proper ID
when asked by Rice Police,
said Carrington. He noted that
it may cause some inconvenience, but it is one of the
only ways to separate students
from persons on campus who
have no connection with the
University.

r e s e a r c h experience in
Western Europe, the Middle
East, and the Caribbean. He
has completed significant
studies of cross-national data

Politics: An Introduction
to the Political Economy of
Petroleum, was published
this month by The Free Press,
New York.
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You stand there twirling
your plastic champagne glass
between thumb and forefinger
and rock back and forth on
your heels knowing that you
really should not have scarfed
the last six refills as if the
grape 8 were unfermented.
Still, things are looking up
now that you have dropped
your name tag in the creamed
onion dip and nobody can tell
at a glance that you are a
Freshman. The rage among
advisors seems to be the
o p p o r t u n i t y to tell their
Freshmen to wear their name
tags. At this point your
advisor, who is half way to
Wasted Land, says that all
Freshmen look alike to him
anyway, followed by a jovial
stream of obscenities he h a s
committed to memory from his
Handbook of Vulgar and
Offensive Language.
If. you were the outgoing
t y p e you would e n g a g e
someone in conversation and
see how long you could go
without asking him his major,
which is always good for
fifteen seconds of dialogue (hi
sharilyn Stanley).
"Hello, what's your major?"
"Celibacy."
"Oh really? Is that tough?"
"Only on weekends."
But then again there are a
lot of things to be said for just
looking at the people and
judging them from a safe
distance. For the past week
your advisor h a s been
introducing you to all these
people who look like they know
something that you don't and
will only share it with you if
you ask them nicely.
Of all the things that
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bewilder you at Rice so far, the
fourth option on the English
Compost Exam ranks right up
there. Imagine trying to write
an argumentative essay
mentioning a lower case letter,
a pair of green breasts, the
door h a n d l e f r o m a '60
T h u n d e r b i r d , a k e g of
Watney's Red Barrel Beer, a
Mary Kay Cosmetics Kit, a
plasticene porter, a lookingglass tie, a bomb that kills
buildings and leaves people
standing, a paint store color
chart, a very nasty word, a
look of approval, and a
partridge in a pear tree. Since
the other options did not
appeal to you either you just
wrote an essay describing how
you spent your summer (hi
mike parmet).
A very pretty girl walks
right by without seeming to
notice you, and you wonder if
you will get to know her or
whether she will be one of
those people you often see
around campus but never take
the time to introduce yourself
to. Maybe your sneakers turn
her off. Maybe she thinks you
are too average to talk to. Even
worse, maybe she does not
even think about you. Bitch.

...

....................... .
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Freshman Casino 77
Oh, that was not kind. Must be
the champagne talking.
"This is the champagne
talking. We now control your
body so don't make any
sudden moves or we'll confuse
the feet and you'll end up on
the floor."
You loosen your tie a little
and try to remember whether
squander means to hoard or
waste your money. You figure
it is one of those forgettable
things in life like how many
cups there are in a pint and
which fork to eat the salad
with and what the difference is
b e t w e e n two a n d t h r e e
asterisks in the Schedule of
Courses Offered at Rice. Your
roommate would probably
know, seeing as how he does
stuff like read the introductions to his math books and
spend his spare time sewing
name labels in his buttondown collar, 30% polyester,
70% nerd shirts. Somehow you
get the feeling you will not be
able to form any sort of
working relationship with
him. First you would have to
overcome your dislike for him.
Looking around at the
scattered pieces of crushed
plastic glasses and cham-

\

^wiss

pagne-darkened paper money
and partying figures getting
in a few final hurrahs before
the onslaught of academia, it
hits you that you really are a
Freshman in college now, and
you hear once again those
words of sweeping implication
which echoed through the
room just two nights before:
"Eleven centuries ago Vikings
sailed the seas and held sway
with their imaginative use of
the broadsword, much to the
delight of the Viqueens. They
tore meat with bare hand and
snarled from the entree to the
dessert, with much slobbering
and spitting in between. To
them belonged much crudeness and bad manners, which

they revelled in in a Spartan
attitude. Though they were but
a step above dinosaurs and a
step below hermits
and
shepherds in intelligence, they
managed to survive the slings
and arrows of the refined and
carry the torch even today on
this campus in the fortresses
that are the residential
colleges. With this in mind
accept the challenge of the
dropped gauntlet and charge
the windmill of ignorance with
the lance of good intentions
and clean thoughts,
and
remember that you are better
than everyone else."

SAIL SAIL SAIL SAIL
Books
Old, Young &
Middle Aged
Hardbacks
Memory Tree Antiques
5218 Spruce
in Bel Iaire

Yamaha studio piano
ebony — modern styling
less than one year old
excellent condition
call 780-8981 weekdays
626-2935 eves and
wkends
? only $1375 ?

JOHNSTOWN

Roommate wanted
Third person to share
3-bedroom house
Female grad student
preferred
~
$110/month
667-1196

HAS
A
HOME
FOR
YOU
•

Whether permanent or the semester, we
have 1-bedroom all the way to 3-bedroom
townhomes. Not far from Rice.

•

Special roommate discount program

•

No double-deposit

•

Special 4-month minimum stay no-loss program for deposit.

•

Low deposit for Rice students on qualified
program.

•

Furnished or unfurnished

1^
\

........................ . .

Haus

2438 Rice Boulevard

Greetings to our old Friends and
to our prospective customers.
Get acquainted and try our
Specialties of the Haus.
COFFEE AND SWEETROLLS IN THE MORNING
SANDWICH, SOUP OR SALAD FOR LUNCH
COFFEE AND CAKE IN THE AFTERNOON

*Use coupon in RPC booklet
for special discount.
We hope to serve you soon!

6:00 - 4:00
Monday • Saturday
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Communities scattered throughout Southwest

^

A l l *

V - M L L .

•

All adult or family communities

&°b Chappell

783-6440

For information on locations
please call immediately

I

Your first day at Rice—no
they won't let you sign up
for courses yet. Before that
you need to g e t t h e
refrigerator, stereo, and all
your green friends settled
in^Q their places. Then you
can pay up. You're not
g e t t i n g t h i s week of
summer camp free, you
know. But you are here, at
last. And there's even a
rose, "from the men of Will
Rice." Maybe the place
really is for you.

MOVING IN

:"v •• ••
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Four new courses add variety to fall offerings
Wondering whay to take
this semester? Four more
choices have been added to
help you fill up that yellow
card. New on the roll scene are
courses in space colonies and
the biochemistry of nutrition
while an interdisciplinary
course on work and a class on
the social history of Europe
have been added for academ
types.
Students already familiar
with some aspects of Space
physics and astronomy (i.e.
those who have taken Spac

241 and 242) will be able to
take a course on "Space
Colonies" to be offered by Dr.
Alexander J. Dessler,
professor of space physics and
astronomy and founding
chairman of the school's
Space Science Department—
the department, established in
the early 1960's, was the first of
its kind in the nation.
Dessler will explore with his
students the physics of the
space environment, the design
and construction of large
space structures, and

economic justification for the
space colonies, such a s power
generation and specialized
manufacturing processes. Dr.
Dessler will also cover the
evolution of the social and
political framework of these
colonies of the future.
Also offered for the first time
is "Nutritional Biochemistry
for Nonscience Majors," to be
taught by Dr. Jorge Awapara,
professor of biochemistry and
advisor to Rice University's
premedical students.

AIAA talks feature astronaut
The Rice student chapter of
the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
plans a full schedule of
activities this year, much of it
open to non-members.
First on the list are the
monthly meetings featuring
g u e s t s p e a k e r s f r o m the
Johnson Space Center and
aerospace-related industries.
L^ast year, the topics for these
popular campus gatherings
(open to all interested persons)
included large solar power
space stations, the 747 used in
the Space Shuttle landing
tests, and a personal view of
the Soviet space program by
astronaut Walt Cunningham.
An astronaut is expected to be
among the featured guests of

the Rice chapter again this
year.
In an effort to further
develop the chapter's already
strong affiliation with the
Johnson Space Center, the
Houston Section AIAA will be
given greater emphasis than
in the past. The meetings, held
monthly at the Space Center,
offer dinner (at reduced rates
to members) and nationally
known speakers such as
astronaut Tom Stafford and
Princeton professor Gerard K.
O'Neill, who spoke last year on
the B-l bomber, and large
space colonies, respectively.
The d i n n e r - m e e t i n g s are
occasionally held jointly with
other interested organizations
in the area, such as the Lunar

Science Institute and the
Texas Medical Center.
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n will be
arranged for all who wish to
attend.
As in previous years, the
Rice c h a p t e r w i l l o f f e r
members an insider's tour of
the Johnson Space Center. A
major portion of this year's
outing will include a tour of the
Space Shuttle a s t r o n a u t
training simulators.
There are no requirements
for AIAA membership, save
an interest in aeronautics or
s p a c e e x p l o r a t i o n . All
interested persons should
contact Rick Fienberg a t
Baker College or professor
Fred Wierum (Mechanical
Engineering) for details.

Dr. Awapara says the course
will cover " b i o c h e m i c a l
concepts underlying the
science of n u t r i t i o n a n d
related subjects, including
food composition, calories and
energy requirements, needs
for special n u t r i e n t s ,
nutritional deficiencies, and
current nutritional topics."
Commenting on these new
courses in his division, Dr.
William E. Gordon, dean of
Rice's School of Natural
Sciences, stressed t h a t "the
excitement of learning and the
joy of* discovery are not
confined to new teaching and
research areas on the Rice
campus, but extend in equal
measure to the established
regular courses offered by the
University. These and the
constant search for new areas
of study are essential elements
of the academic tradition at
Rice."
Two Rice historians, Drs.
T h o m a s L. H a s k e l l a n d
Martin J. Wiener, are teamed
with sociologist F. Chandler
Davidson in a new course,
"The New Shape of Work,"
supported by a grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities. The three Rice
faculty members will offer
their students an examination
of critical changes in work
discipline and occupational
structure during the 19th
century along with consideration of the major theoretical

efforts to assess the meaning
of those changes a s propounded by Adam Smith, Karl
Marx, Max Weber, Emile
Durkheim, Sigmund Freud
and others.
Also new in the Rice History
Department is a course on
"Topics in the Social History
of M o d e r n E u r o p e , " by
Michael B. Miller, one of the
U n i v e r s i t y ' s A n d r e w W.
Mellon postdoctoral fellows in
the humanities. Dr. Miller will
offer a study of social change
and conflict in an industrialized setting with emphasis
on t h e p r o b l e m s s o c i a l
historians have considered
and the ways in which they
have addressed these
problesm. The "Topics" will be
c o n t i n u e d in t h e second
semester with historical and
theoretical consideration of
the emergence of bureaucratic
society d u r i n g the p a s t
century.

STABLES RESTAURANT
7 3 2 5 South Main
at Greenbriar
Now accepting applications for Hosts/Hostesses
Part-time & Full Time
evening positions available.
Contact Jayne Fuller for
appointment
795-5900

SAVE AN ENDANGERED SPECIES.
BUY ONE.

SPITFIRE
TRIUMPH

BRITISH

Invest in this stubborn survivor. The Triumph Spitfire.
Sports Car Club of America National Champion eight years
in a row (1968-1975).

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500
SOUTHWEST MOTORS 5911 Chimney Rock
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Houston 77081 666-0833

Business. Science. Engineering.

This semester is the right time to get a TI
calculator tailored to the work you're doing.
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The MBA"

Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.

Business calculator
A business major's dream machine.

Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
of career fields. Here's a calculator with
the advanced capability you need to
h a n d l e your p r o j e c t s . Comes w i t h
Calculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of the SR-51-II. Stepby-step illustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.
ff.'.yr.Tmmaar.

If you're building a career in business, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business problems at the touch of a key. It is
preprogrammed for a wide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budgeting. It's complicated, often difficult, and takestime.
The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12
different cash flows! It also offers pro' lK
grammability — up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.

• S u g g e s t e d retail price.

TEXAS I N S T R U M E N T S
© 1 9 7 7 Texas Instruments Incorporated

NCOR FOR AT E D

45530

RICE CflmPUS STORE
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COMPARING

Calculators

Scientific, Statistical and Financial
MODEL
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Type of Display
Displayed Digits — Fixed Notation
Scientific Notation —- Mantissa/Exponent
Engineering Notation
Decimal Positioning
Internal Digits Computed
Constant
Printer
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LOGIC
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11
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" 13
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" 11
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11
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OPT
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26'

10
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0-100
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16
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OPT

M
M~x
M •
M Recall
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M Store
M Display Interchange
Last X
Nonvolatile Registers
BASIC ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
ln/e*
log
10x_

10
X, +

10 + 2

30

30

F, 0-9

16

Y*

*\ T
V T
x*
1/x

%Cjian|e
Absolute Value
Interger/Fraction Truncation
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Modes
Conversions (D. R, G)
Sin^Cos^ Tan & inverses
Hyperbolics and Inverses
Polar 4-> Rectangular
Decimal Degrees o Degrees. Minutes, Seconds
Addition of Degrees. Minutes, Seconds
STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS
*•
Summation. X
Summation. 1
Mean_
Standard Deviation
Linear Regression
Linear Estimates
Factorial
Correlation Coefficient
Variance
Normal Distribution
POWER SOURCE
AC 110v
AC 220v
DC 12v
Rechargeable Batteries
Disposable Batteries
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
L ength — inches
Width —• inches
Thickness — inches
Weight — ounces
SEE PROGRAMMING FEATURES
SEE FINANCIAL FEATURES
COMMENTS

D,R,G

D, R, G

D, R, G

P. X. Y

P, X, Y

X, Y

t,

R, G

X, Y

D, R. G

D, R, G

D, R, G

P, X, Y

P. Y

P, Y

P, X, Y

OPT

OPT
OPT

OPT
OPT

D, R, G

D, R, G

D, R, G

D.-R, G

X, Y

OPT
OPT

OPT/8
OPT/15

2 5
40

3 2
1 4

•Register
'Register
Arithmetic for Arithmetic for
11 Registers
11 Registers
Only
Only

NOTES

6 4
3.2
1.4

6.4
3 2
1.4

5.1
2.7
1.2

6.5
3.5
1.6

12.4

5.9
3.1

5 1
2.7

5.1
2.7

1.2

1.2

5.8
3.2
1.4

2.5
40

5.8
3.2
1.4

5.8
3.2

5.7
3.5
1.2

Decibel,
Angular
Frequency.
Inpedance,
Complex
Numbers

P indicates that the function is performed by using a manufacturer
supplied program Only p r o g r a m s that are supplied with the
(alculator as a standard accessory are considered
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COMPARING

Calculators
Scientific, Statistical and Financial
MODEL
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Type of Display
Displayed Digits — Fixed Notation
Scientific Notation — Mantissa/Exponent

HP-21

EL-580S

SR-40

TI-30

EL-500

HP 92

MBA

HP-27

HP 22

HP-80

LED
10
8 + 2

LCD

LED

LED

VF

LED

LED

LED

LED

LED

8

8

10

10

10

10

10

5(8) + 2

5 +2

6

• 2

Business
Analyst

Money
Manager

LED
8
5 + 2

LED
8
5 + 2

10+2

8

. 2

8 + 2

8 t 2

10 + 2

F, 0-9
11

F. 0-8
11

F, 0-9
11

F. 0-9

F. 0 - 6

F

F

11

10

11

11

5 . 2

Engineering Notation
Decimal Positioning
Internal Digits Computed
Constant
Printer
Printed Digits

F, 0 - 9
F
11
X, -

10 + 2

LOGIC
RPN
Algebraic
Algebraic Hierarchy
Parenthesis

MEMORY
12

30

Registers
M_+

10

M
M x
M
M Recall
M Clear
M Store
M Display Interchange
Last X
Nonvolatile Registers

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

BASIC ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
ln/ex
log

•
'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

O

y*

•

•

•

X

\Y~

•

•

V F
x2
1/x
Tr

•

•

'

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

"

•

•

%
% Change
Absolute Value
Interger/Fraction Truncation

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Modes
Conversions (D, R, G)
Sin, Cos, Tan & Inverses
Hyperbolics and Inverses
Polar o Rectangular
Decimal Degrees o
Degrees, Minutes, Seconds.
Addition of Degrees, Minutes, Seconds

D,R

D.R.G

D. R. G

D, R. G

D

D.R.C

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•k

STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS
Summation, 1 +
Summation, 1 Mean
Standard Deviation
Linear Regression
Linear Estimates
Factorial
Correlation Coefficient

..

.

t

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
• •

•

•

Y

X, Y

Y

Y*

X,Y

X. Y

•

•

Y
•
•

•

•

•

OPT

OPT
OPT
5

* •
OPT
5

4*
OPT/20

OPT/4*
OPT/20

•

Variance
Normal Distribution

•

POWER SOURCE
•

AC 110v
AC 220v
DC 12v
Rechargeable Batteries
Disposable Batteries '

•

OPT

OPT

OPT

1000

4*
OPT/20

OPT/4*
OPT/20

10

5.0
2.7
3
5

5.8
3.2
1 4
6 2

5.8
3.2
1.4
4 2

5.5
3.1
1.2
7

•with RK-2,

• w i t h RK-2.
2 Hours
w i t h RK-1

5

•
•

•

•
OPT
OPT

6

3

5

9
8
2.5
40

5 8
3.2
14
6 5

5 1
2 7
1 2
6

5 1

5 8

5 8

5 8

2 7
1.2
6

3.2
1 3
9

3 2
1.4
6

3 2
1.4
4 2

•

•

•

•

PHYSICAL QIMENSIONS
Length — inches
Width — inches
Thickness — inches

5.1
2 7
1.2

Weight—ounces

6

SEE PROGRAMMING FEATURES
SEE FINANCIAL FEATURES
COMMENTS

*

2 Hours

with RK-1

•
y r e n d Line

•
' w i t h RK-2,
2 Hours

with RK-1

•
• w i t h RK-2.
2 Hours
w i t h RK-1

NOTES:
P indicates that the function is performed by using a manufactuier
supplied program Only programs that are supplied with the
calculator as a standard accessory are considered
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Sid Rich elevators get new service contract
by T. W. Cook
There may yet be hope for
the residents of the upper
floors of Sid Richardson
College. Buildings and
Grounds has finally given up
on the holders of the current
service contract, Texas
Elevator, and has called in
Otis (manufacturers of the two
devices) to restore them to
working order. Otis worked on
the elevators all day Saturday
and Sunday to get them in
shape for freshperson week,
a n d t h e y r e m a i n e d in
operation long enough for
all the freshmen to move in.
However, late M o n d a y
afternoon the east elevator
failed, and later that night,
while a party on the top two

floors was in full swing, the
remaining elevator failed.
Marion Hicks, of Food and
Housing, arrived on the scene
soon afterward and requested
Otis to send a repairman out.
He then waited at Sid Rich
until the repairman arrived
(sometime after midnight) to
ensure that the repairs would
be made. One elevator had
shut off due to an overload,
and the other had been
disabled by a broken switch.
Hicks hopes that Otis will be
able to keep the elevators in a
better state of repair than has
been maintained in the past.
As t h e O t i s r e p a i r m a n
reported a f t e r his initial
examination of the elevators,
the only major problem was
"lack of maintainance."

Electronic teller to dispense cash from RMC
Appearing mid-November
in the basement of the RMC
will be HATTIE, a computerlinked machine offering a
complete line of credit union
services to students by the
Houston Area T e a c h e r s '
Credit Union.
The Rice U n i v e r s i t y
installation of HATTIE, the
CUIC teller, will be the fifth
location of an Automatic
Teller Machine (ATM) for
Houston Area T e a c h e r s '
Credit Union.
Through HATTIJE, students
who are HATCU members will
be able to make deposits or
withdraw!;? from their savings
or checking accounts, make
loan payments, or obtain
funds through an open-ended
credit loan, if they qualify for
the credit union.
Students would not be able
to cash checks made out to
them for immediate funds.
For larger withdrawals,
students will have to wait at
least one day until the
computer verifies that the

BIND?
CALL:

DEWITT
GRAPHICS

deposit has been made.
S t u d e n t s could o b t a i n
immediate cash from HATTIE
by making a withdrawal on
funds already in their savings
or c h e c k i n g a c c o u n t s ,
eliminating the need to write
and cash a personal check.
To get a card which
activates HATTIE, students
musfjoin HATCU and open a

s a v i n g s account with a
minimum of $5.
Within two to three weeks,
the applicant will receive by
mail a plastic card with a
magnetic strip on the back
which will operate HATTIE.
Three days later the students
will receive their Personal
Identification Number also in
the mail.

PIN is the safeguard which
assures that a student cannot
use another student's card to
g a i n a c c e s s to a n o t h e r
account.
After a student puts a card
into the machine's slot, a light
will instruct him to punch his
PIN number. If the correct
number is not punched in
three tries, HATTIE will take

the card away. The student
will have to go to the HATCU
office personally to retrieve
the card.
Two live "HATTIEs" will
accompany HATTIE during a
month-long demonstration
period. When in full operation,
HATTIE will be open to
students from 8 a.m. until
midnight seven days a week.

English comp failure rate unchanged
The annual English Competency E x a m for i n c o m i n g
students was administered
Tuesday. "The purpose of the
exam," according to Dr. Linda
Driskill, "is to identify those
students whose writing skills
are not adequate for regular
academic work. We want to
help the student who will
perform from 10 to 15 points
lower because he or shje doesn't
know how to organize or to
synthesize evidence and information."
A student's first semester is

All Kinds Of
Creative
Imagination

often a crucial one. Dr. Driskill
said that the Rice curriculum
usually challenges most of a
student's intelligence and that
sometimes a student will profit
from help at the start and
avoid becoming overburdened.
To that end, English 103 is
designed primarily to teach
four things: heuristic procedure, analysis of thesis, proper
selection, and organization of
evidence, and the adoption of a
style appropriate to the subject
matter and audience.
On the other hand, if you feel

that you or your writing were •* field with &n 18.3% failure rate,
judged unfairly, you may con- followed by Will Rice (16.5%),
tact Dr. Driskill or Dr. Huston and Richardson (15.8%). Aa
and a review will be arranged. might be expected, the scores
The scores did not vary in the co-ed colleges landed in
much from those of previous between those of the single-sex
years. In all, 58.1% passed, colleges. 11.4% didn't make the
28.8% earned a low pass, and cut at Baker, while at Hanszen
and 13.1% failed. This year, a mere 11.7% failed.
the women's colleges again
The low pass figures were:
had the lowest rate of failure. Baker, 28.8%; Brown, 30.6%;
Only 3.8% at Jones and 4% at Hanszen, 24.7%; Jones, 19.2%;
Brown failed the test — a mere ' Lovett, 26.8%; Richardson,
half dozen persons. The men's 39.0%; Wiess, 35.4%; and Will
colleges were a different story. Rice, 25.9%.
Wiess and Lovett led a tight

N^SSUB
PASAUtNH , I bAAS

Enjoy
Top 40 & Rock
your favorite beverage
dancing 7 nights a week
Slides, Brochures, Etc,Etc,Etc

DEWITT
3660 DRESSER TOWER
601 JEFFERSON ST.
1713)652 0571
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with The Liberty Brothers
7325 Spencer Highway'
Pasadena
479-9185

Aug. 27th — Little Imo

A consumer guide to freshman handbooks
by Gary Hamilton

Good. The lobby is nice, but
keep walking to your right.
The Rice community is close (You can, if your want, pick up
knit and Byzantine, with its the latest copy of the Rice
insistence upon reducing Thresher ...J Now you will
communication to euphemism probably be attracted to the
and slang. For freshmen, it's dominoes game or the compulike being introduced to a new terized pinball machine, or the
planet where the local beings Breakout machine, but try to
try to remake them into tear yourself away and notice
natives in the period of one Sammy's ... Go into the
week. This proves difficult Campus Store on the right.
since at best, communication You will find all kinds of nice
at Rice operates on its own things here ...
axis and human interaction
... the Pub, a wonderful place
takes place within such a
strange range of assumptions to visit, mingle, blow o f f , get
that the outsider is often drunk, etc. No, I'm sorry. You
reduced to quivering. To fill can't stay, you must go on.
this void, the colleges are in Yes, you can come back later...
the habit of producing freshman Rate Baker College 1977 a
handbooks which are either 2+/2 on sheer volume of
mailed out in the summer or material.
placed in the freshman's hand
Brown College
soon after he or she walks
The Brown Book wins the
through the door.
Innocent Humor Blunder
These handbooks, not sur- Award. Lines following titles
such as this one following
prisingly, are produced with
"The People" — "A friend in
varying degrees of skill. This
year, the range in quality is need is better than a bird in the
particularly striking. They bush" — are common. It also
vary in gambit from mere contains such immortal sec"guides" stapled together to tions as the following, from a
lavishly bound "Freshman discussion of associates:
Now you're probably thinkHandbooks." These books are
ing, "Me? Be friends with a
generally one of two types: the
functional-no-frills sort or the professor? What could we
Rice-is-the-center-of-the-universe possibly talk about that would
interest me and wouldn't bore
sort. Evaluations were made
this year by an independent him?" Well, you'd be surprised.
Over meals, at picnics, at
panel of experts consisting of
myself, Walter Underwood, college functions, even when
Phil Parker and Mark Lini- you see him or her in a record
mon, plus a few random people store, you'll get to know
several professors on a really
like Ted Andrews.
Ratings were determined by personal /eue/.[Emphasis my
comparison to Steve Jackson's own.]
Brown's handbook is too
1974-75 university-wide A
chatty and not too useful (a
Short Collection of Comwaste of Brown's oh-soments Concerning the Place.
precious money). Rate this
This book is noted for its
book a 3/3-.
excellent introduction, photography and quotes — usually
in the form of graffiti. It also
These books are
contains a good section on
of two
Willy's life and how Rice generally
University came to be. Its
broad types: the
primary fault is its lack of
information concerning the functional no frills
bureaucratic hassle necessary
sort or the Rice is
to a Rice student's life.
Therefore, it is downgraded the center of the
from a 1+ to a mere rating of 1.
Baker College
The first book on the list is
bound in a traditional bloodred, emblazoned with Baker's
crest in black. (They have
consistently reddhe their book
every year for the last ten
years or so.) It is truly a
singular reading experience
and wins the Pointlessly
Cynical Overkill Award. It
is only sixty-two pages long,
with xeroxed photographs and
seventeen or so essays, each
written by a different member
of a handbook-writing committee. It naturally cost more
to print than the others (on the
order of $250 for 150 copies).
Articles have such wonderful
titles as "From the President,"
"The .Cabinet," "Some Campus Buildings" and "Rice
University: A Guided Tour."
The following is an example of
this book's prose:
... The building on your left,
the one with the circular drive,
is the RMC (Rice Memorial
Center). Why don't you pull up,
park your car, and walk in ?

universe sort.

Hanszen College
Hanszen's handbook wins
the Most Outdated Award.
It has been the same for the
last three years, with addenda
in the front supplied as
updating and corrections. It is
adequate but totally lacking in
humor. Hanszen reputedly
has an excellent guide to
Houston, but rate the Hanszen
College Handbook as a 2-/3
primarily because it needs
updating.
J o n e s College
J o n e s College: A Guide to
Successful Survival is surprisingly better than Brown's
It contains intended humor,
complefe with little cartoon
characters in the margins, and
occasional unintended humo
(but not on the order t
Brown's). It wins the Complete but Humorous Award.
The glossary is well done, as
is the the section on college
government. Perhaps the
phrase "Successful Survival"

.
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is a bit misleading, as there are
no warnings about such
things as the dangers to girls
walking unescorted at night or
even bicycle theft. The section
entitled "The Long Arm ..."
which explains the college
court, captures the book's
flavor:
It'8 three in the morning, you
have a test at 8 am, and for
some unknown reason your
neighbor
is playing
her
Lawrence Welk Bubbles: The
All-Time Greats album in the
hundred-decibel range. You
politely ask her to stop. She
refuses. You beg. You kick the
wall. It doesn't work. Who can
you turn to ?
Jones's book would look much
nicer if it were bound rather
than stapled, but its flowing
style and sense of humor earn
it a 2.
Lovett College
Lovett College got the best
handbook for the money. It
has a light blue cover and is
stapled with mimeographed
pages in yellow, pink, green
and blue. As in Baker's book, it
is a group effort with each
section signed by its author.
This handbook is the paradigm of the functional-no-frills
sort, as compared with Baker's
archetypal Rice-is-the-centerof-the-universe pose. It contains a separate guide to
Houston and talks about
bikes, bike theft and transportation in the city, among other
things.
The picture on the cover of a
freshman with teddy bear and
suitcase in hand, wearing his
baseball cap and "I go to Rice,
I must be smart" t-shirt is
especially appealing. In the
back it is incorporated into a
picture entitled "Beating the
Big City Blues: A Student's
Guide to Houston." Other than
this, however, there is no
discernible attempt at humor,
unless you ceunt the toofrequent use of the word
Lovette'er.
Their book goes into ex.ensive detail on Lovett's
Central Committee and Coordinator system of government
and comes out sounding like
Lovett is organized into a pure
communistic society. The
Lovett College Handbook

would look much nicer if it was
better printed; the substance is
good. Because of this, give
their book a 2-.
Sid Richardson College
Sid Richardson did not
actually write a college or
Freshman handbook this
year. Therefore it is unfair as
such to include them in this
comparison. However, a sevenpage mimeographed guide
was produced which is more
functional than Brown's book.
It is actually a guide to
Houston rather than Sid
Richardson College, and is
produced in the same colorcoordinated format as Lovett's
book. Give The 1977 SRC
Guide to Extracurricular
Activities (and other useful
bits of hodgepodge) a 3+
because it is not really a
handbook but a guide. (They
should get the same people
who wrote their guide to do a
Freshman handbook.)

"The building on
your left, the one
with the circular
drive, is the RMC.
Why don't you pull
up your car and
walk in?"
—Baker Handbook

The Force: A kind of field
which surrounds everything
in the universe. "May the force
be with you."
Fours: Something good on
everybody else's grade system,
but not on ours. "May the
fours be with you."
It has the only glossary to
contain definitions for Giziltcher or Real World. An
attempt was also made at
functionality in warnings
concerning Ma Bell ripoffs
(accented by an Oliphant
cartoon) and a list of restaurants open after midnight.
Graffiti are also found in the
book. College government and
general life at Wiess are
touched on briefly. As < •; of
the authors of Wiess Co jge
Freshman Book 1977-78,
the reviewer gives it the Best
Looking Award. Its cover is
gold with a black plastic spiral
binding and the Wiess crest
printed in black. While you're
at it, give the book a 1- for its
professional quality, functionality and new campus map (as
opposed to ^the old twodimensional drawn map).
Will Rice College
Will Rice's handbook has a
cover reminiscent of the
Rolling Stones' red lips logo
minus the tongue. The rest of
the cover is printed in black on
blue and thermal bound (as is
Baker's). It is the only book
other than Baker's to have
photographs rather than
graphics, but, unlike Baker's,
contains expensive, halftone
reproductions. Included are
contact sheets of prominent
Will Rice upperclassmen.
Will Rice has an excellent
separate guide to Houston,
which includes better references than Baker's overdone
sections. Their handbook
alone is truly an optimal
compromise between the functional and the Rice-is-thecenter approaches. Due to its
forethought and preparation,
it is probably the best done
handbook this year, so give
it the Best Done Award.
However, it contains no
humor, no glossary and no
page numbers. Consequently,
Will Rice College 1977 rates
a 1/1-.

Wiess College
Wiess College's handbook
was written in extreme haste
about a week before the
beginning of Freshman Week
and as such contains some
errors (none were encountered
in any of the other books). It is
the only one (other than
Jackson's) on which a professional job (using the
Thresher typesetter) was attempted. The glossary is located in the front rather than the
back and is perhaps verbose,
but it supplements and even
replaces the sections which
follow. It contains history,
tradition and a touch of
humor. It includes, for example, the following definitions:
t h e r i c e t h r e s h e r , a u g u s t 2 5 , 1 9 7 7 - p a g e 13

But slowly

Phones arrive 'on schedule'

ffic

A special version of the "special campus model phone" was displayed by M a
Bell at the Main Street '75 Festival.
..
.
— w . martin sanders
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when he placed his order
earlier in the year.
Many of the students we
contacted wondered exactly
what Bell's $18.25 installation
fee is supposed to cover,
considering that the students
pick up the phones at a central
point (Allen Center) and plug
in the m o d u l a r p l u g s
themselves. According to
Moore, $9.25 goes toward
processing the original
request for a phone—that is,
filling out and filing all the
necessary paperwork, adding
the name or names to directory
assistance, and so on. The

While the phones are going
in at a typically leisurely pace,
Bell personnel appear to have
given up their h a b i t of
inducing students to buy
"special c a m p u s model
phones" this year. The
"campus model," actually a
push-button Trimline® phone,
costs ten dollars more to
install than the standard dial
phone, and $2.40 per month
more than regular phones (see
box.) Spokesman Moore says,
"We're not doing that this
year. We ask you what you
want."

Bell has set up a special
phone number to handle oncampus phone orders;
students can use that number
(523-3589) t h r o u g h n e x t
Friday, September 2. After
that, students wishing oncampus phones should dial
Bell's regular number for new
customers, 237-7811.

Phone service:
on-campus prices
Monthly Charges
Basic service (standard dial phone): $8.00/month
Extra listings: 65$ per listing per month
Princess® phone: add 60<t/month
Trimline® phone: add $1.45/month
Touch-tone service: add $1.95/month
ESS (Electronic Switching System) services:
Call Waiting: add $1.75/month
Call Forwarding: add $1.25/month
Three-way Calling: add $3.00/month
Speed Calling: add $1.50/month
(If two or more services are ordered, the combined cost
is less; for example, Call Waiting and Call Fowarding ordered together would cost $2.40/month, rather
than $3.00.)
Federal Excise Tax (5%) is added to all the above
charges.

GREENWOOD & BALL

CinC

GAMESCIENCE

licr

MAIL ORDERS
ORDER BY PHONE

other nine dollars is called the
"central office access charge,"
which covers the cost of tying
in each phone to the main 526exchange frame downtown, as
well as tying it into the smaller
frame at Allen Center.

Installation Charges
Basic charge (you plug it in yourself): $18.25
(If a serviceman installs it, the charge may run up to
$30.00, depending on the labor required.)
ESS installation: $2.50 for one service, $5.00 for two or
more services
Princess®/Trimline® phones: add $5.00
Touch-tone service: add $5.00 (but not if you order a
Princess® model) /
Extra-long wiring: spd $3.00
(The extra charges for touch-tone service and fancy
phones only apply if you have not ordered those
phones or service in the past.)
Hence, the "campus model" push-button Trimline will
cost an extra ten dollars to install—$5 for the phone,
and $5 for the push-button feature—and an extra $2.40
every month.
—DLB

I n f o r m a l s u r v e y s of
freshmen seemed to confirm
this; when contacted by the
T h r e s h e r , all said they had
been warned by their advisors
about the extra-cost phones,
but that Ma Bell's cousins did
give them a ' complete cost
rundown, without references
to a special "campus model
phone." One advisor did
report, however, that he was
urged to buy the fancy phone
SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS

HERITAGE

AVALON HILL

by David L. Butler
Southwestern Bell's oncampus phone delivery service
opened for business in the
Allen Center b a s e m e n t
Tuesday, and will deliver
student phones for installation at the rate of 50 phones
per day, according to company
spokesmen. That means that
phones ordered a s the
T h r e s h e r went to press
W e d n e s d a y will n o t be
delivered u n t i l T u e s d a y ,
August 30.
Bell p u b l i c r e l a t i o n s
supervisor Farrell Moore
explained that the 50 phones
per day rate "looks like the
optimum figure for good
service." Moore stated that the
two phone servicemen in Allen
Center have to connect each
phone from downtown trunk
lines to the on-campus frame
and troubleshoot each line
before service can begin, and
that 50 phones per day is
"about all [Bell] can handle
with the forces they have
there." That rate, he says, has
been standard "every year in
recent years."

1912 WEST DALLAS ST.
(BETWEEN MONTROSE
AND TAFT)
HOUSTON, TEXAS
713-524-1411
ZIP 77019

HOURS
12-6 SAT.
12-6 SUN.
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WARGAMER'S SHOP
Diplomacy
Avalon Hill
Ogre, Melee
D ft D Rules
Dice, Accessories

fantasy

games

miniatures

Micro Armor
Civil War
Napoleon Ics
Medieval Knights
Fantasy ft Sd Fl

WE'LL HELP YOU TRACK
DOWN AND ORDER THOSE
EXACT ITEMS YOU NEED TO
BEGIN OR COMPLETE YOUR
COLLECTION. ALL BEST LINES
AVAILABLE.

BATTLELINE

ROSE

HOUSTON MINIATURE WARFARE ASSOCIATION

GAMING TABLES

&

WE HAVE TWO 4x8' FELT
COVERED GAMING TABLES ft
A S S O R T E D SCENERY I N
SEVERAL SCALES. TABLES
ARE OPEN TO WARGAMERS.
CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS.

HOUSTON MILITARY GAMING SOCIETY
Now hiring part time sales help for evenings A weekends
and artists/sculptors for miniature design work.

HINCHLIFFE
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Why tomorrow's professionals
choose Hewlett-Packard's first family
of advanced calculators today
They're proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the
labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in
1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by millions worldwide, and they've passed.
They have staying power. Todays classroom problems quickly grow into tomorrows on-the-job problems.
HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.
They're investments in a future that happens fast.
They're straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean
"complicated!'It means "uncomplicated!'HP calculators are,
above all, straightforward.
They're easy to use. HP calculators not only grow
with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable,
because we designed them to work like you think.
They're efficient. HP calculators take the direct
approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free
logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving
keycode merging capability.
They're personal. Professionals design their own ways
to solve their particular problems, and they expect their
calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them.
Ours are.
There's a variety. To say we offer a full line is an
understatement. We offer a choice. That's why we publish
a unique "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities
o4each. Your HP dealer has your free copy.
(800) 648-4711 .The number to call for more information and your HP dealers name and address (unless you're
in Nevada, in which case you can call 323-2704).

HP-29C. Our N E W
Programmable with
Continuous Memory.
$195.00*
Its 98-step program memory and
16 of its 30 storage registers stay "on"
even when the calculator is "off,' so you
can store programs and data tor as long
as you wish. C o n t i n u o u s Memory plus
fully m e r g e d k e y c o d e s b r i n e typi-
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HP-21 Scientific.
$80.00*
Performs all standard math and trig
c a l c u l a t i o n s , t h e l a t t e r in r a d i a n s or
degrees. Performs rectangular/polar conv e r s i o n s . D i s p l a y s in f i x e d d e c i m a l
or scientific notation. O u r lowest priced
scientific.

r-
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HP-22 Business Management.
$125.00*

HP-25
Scientific Programmable.
$125.00*

A n e w kind o f m a n a g e m e n t tool.
C o m b i n e s financial, statistical and
Solves repetitive problems automathematical capabilities. Enables busi- m a t i c a l l y . E n t e r y o u r f o r m u l a o n c e ;
ness s t u d e n t s to forecast faster, more eas- thereafter o n l y variables. Requires no
ily and with greater certainty.
software, no "computer" language. O u r
lowest priced programmable. We also o f fer an H P - 2 5 with C o n t i n u o u s Memory,
the H P - 2 5 C , for $ 1 6 0 . 0 0 ? It retains programs and data e v e n w h e n turned " o f f

HP-27
Financial/Statistical/Scientific.
$175.00*
C o n t a i n s the most preprogrammed
scientific f u n c t i o n s we've ever offered,
plus c o m p r e h e n s i v e statistical and financial functions. Lets you forecast, allocate
resources, analyze costs —quickly.

HP-67 Fully Programmable.
$450.00*
T h e most p o w e r f u l pocket calculator we've e v e r built. 2 2 4 - s t e p program
memory. 26 storage registers. "Smart"
card reader records c o n t e n t s of both.
Fully merged k e y c o d e s increase typical
program m e m o r y capacity u p to 4 5 0 keystrokes and beyond. Superior editing capability.

HEWLETT
" S u g g e s t e d retail price, e x c l u d i n g applicable state a n d local t a x e s Continental U.S.. Alaska and Hawaii.
Displays a r e p h o t o g r a p h e d separately to simulate typical a p p e a r a n c e .

PACKARD

D e p t . 6 5 8 J , 1 0 0 0 N'.E. C i r c l e B l v d . C o r v a l l i s . O r e g o n 9 7 3 3 0

RICE CflmPUS STORE
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A guide to Houston's fine arts attractions
by G r e g Leroy
Yes, I know it's true. There
will be those of you who will
never know a group of actors
flouncing through a production, a woman of bulk releasing the best sounds which her
vocal chords can manage,
some fleet-footed people doing
outrageous balletic moves, or
even one classic film during
your four-year allegiance to
Rice University. I ignore what
Kenneth Roberts calls the
"duller folks who sit at home,
venturing nothing," and address myself to those who will
not allow themselves to be
forced into aesthetic hibernation. There's no excuse for

ignoring whatever it is you
think of as culture, damn it!
There are a lot of things
happening at or near this
place which deserve your
notice as much a s a n y
Chemistry exam or English
paper.
Two blocks from Lovett
Hall, the Museum of Fine Arts
gazes pretentiously at Main
Street. It's the place to visit
paintings in Houston. If you
are the type who prefers the
lesser-known or avant-garde
breed of things, the Contemporary Arts Museum is right
next door. Within a psychoanalyst's yell is the C. P. Jung
Center for Advanced Studies

MELODRAMAS
Sally Ellis directs her husband
Walt and son J e f f s play, The
D o w n f a l l of a T r u s t i n g
H e a r t , at Theatre Southwest
on 6830 Wilcrest. Last performances this Friday and
Saturday at 8:30 pm. 495-4146
or 667-8480.

MODERN BALLET
Miller Theatre presents a
'night of modern ballet' this
Friday and Saturday at 8:30
pm. It's free and outdoors.

there's downtown. Jones Hall
houses Houston Grand Opera
(they do a few in English), the
Houston Symphony and the
Houston Ballet. We won't
mention the block-away Alley
Theatre with their shows and
movie offerings. Reunion
Theatre, which a local critic
rashly described as "Houston's
off-Broadway theatre," is in
the old Magnolia Brewery
building u n d e r n e a t h Old
Market Square.
From the Marx Brothers to
Fellini's Casanova, the River
Oaks Cinema on West Gray
(about two miles north of
campus) has a fine, fastchanging movie selection. All
of the aforementioned places
like Rice people — or students
in general — enough to offer
legitimate discounts; look into
them.
Even the University, polluting minds with specious "I go

to Rice, I must be smart"
arguments and perverting
aesthetics with owl-logo Tshirts, contributes to this
city's cultural offerings. The
Rice Players do a few stints
each semester, showing off
their wares at Hamman Hall.
And your very own college
most likely will decide to
attempt one or two productions — not always pro-quality
stuff, but enthusiastic amateur efforts in which anyone
may become involved. Concerts occasionally are given by
the Shepherd School of Music.
Sewall Hall has its very own
small art gallery. The Media
Center, across from the stadium, shown many unique
and classic American and
foreign films throughout the
year. While you are there,
notice the Rice Museum next
door, which usually has a
worthwhile exhibit.

Autry's Thieves called 'unusual theatre'

NOEL COWARD
Reunion Theatre's production
of Sir Noel's P r i v a t e Lives,
an intimate comedy, has been
held over for three final
performances. Thurs- Sat, 8:30
pm. Student discount. 2282276.
DINNER THEATRE
Dean Gross has Jay Christopher's comedy, Not With My
D a u g h t e r , Tues-Sun, 8:30 pm.
666-4146.
MAIN S T R E E T
Across the street from Lovett
College, Jean Anouilh's play,
T h i e v e s ' Carnival, appears
Wed-Sat at 8:30 pm. 524-6706.

Main Street Theatre's program calls Jean Anouilh's
Thieves' Carnival
a "fantasia." So, if Webster may be
trusted, it is "a work in which
the author's fancy roves unrestricted." I believe this means
that Anouilh wanted a healthy helping of comedy and a
dash of commentary garnished
with satire, within an easy
structure — making for some
unusual theatre.
This form of play is difficult
to produce, but director John
Goodwin h a s m a n a g e d to
avoid the overplay or outright
weirdness which could have
been the ruin of the Autry
I F YOU HAVE IT BAD ... House production.
Ken Perkowski, Charles
Neil Simon's Odd Couple, the
ill-fated neatnik and slob Charpiot and David M. Dickinroommates, probably have it son are Hector, Peterbons, and
worse. Last shows this week- Gustave, three thieves on the
end at Balinese Dinner Theatre make, who have set their
in Galveston. 488-1651 or 763- d i a m o n d - s e a r c h i n g s i g h t s
upon three very rich women.
8516.
Lady Hurf is at the age when

FALL SPECIAL
Learn to

with a browsing section and
people to talk to about courses
and seminars on various and
sundry strange topics.
Now go to Lovett College,
not to be confused with Lovett
Hall. Right between Fannin
and Main Street is the Autry
House, where Main Street
Theatre produces their shows.
Theatre Under The Stars
presents their stuff at the
Shamrock Hilton, which is
about one mile down Main
Street. And there's lots more —
dinner theatres, small community theatres, improvisational
theatres, strange clubs, and
other things which you'll hear
a b o u t in t h e Fine A r t s
Calendar. If there is something of interest at or near
Rice, it should be in the
calendar for you to ignore.
If you have transportation,
or are an aficionado who
thrills to chasing buses,

SKYDIVE
First Jump Course
$65
2nd Jump Only $12
including equipment
Group Rates Available
Open Wed — Sun
Call for Appointment

one is "in the mood for a
gigantic piece of folly." Her
daughters are "two tempting
morsels." Eva has all the men,
but she can't bring herself to
love one. As for Juliette, it
seems to her that she has none
of the men — and she most
certainly wants one.
Lady Hurf has a husband,
Lord Edgar — I have always
enjoyed Ira J. Black's portrayal of skittiebrained, womendominated old men. To further
complicate the "intrigue fermenting so fast one can't keep
track of t h e m , " there a r e
Dupont Duford, Jr. and Sr., a
father and soon who will lose
their remaining wealth unless
they marry into the Lord
E d g a r / L a d y Hurf family,
which they are attempting.
Main Street Theatre has
never let its size hinder the
scope or initiative of its
productions. Jacque Perkowski's choreography of this
show is typical of their
imaginative interpretations of
little-known plays. The entire
Autry House is used for plot
embellishment, innovative
entrances, and Donna K.
Yeager's very good mime as
Mimi, who is reminiscent of
the master of ceremonies in
Cabaret.
Though it sounds confusing,
Thieves'
Carnival is not
complex. It's thieves, masquerades, and a happily-ever-after

love story for Juliette and
Gustave, who face every
obstacle that historian Denis
de Rougemont ever invented.
The play turns on
plots
and subplots grounded in the

S U N DA*
Ik'im a n d

Ia'H \>Um
to smash

the Market

'V!~

I
Ira J. Black as Lord Edgard

A NEW CONCEPT!
Personal Service
Camera and Darkroom Supplies
Skip Rosenthal
Irving Bayman
*5% Student Discount with ID

SPACELAND
337-1713
USPA Commercial Affiliated Center
Full-time Instructors, Jumpmasters & Pilots
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unbelievable. It toys with the
mind for fun — it is not terribly
deep and makes no statement.
But for all my inability to tell
you why, I thought this
"fantasia" worked very well.
—greg leroy

CAMERAITRADING POST
2131 Westheimer

Houston, Texas 77098/ 527-8333

This is the semester to get your

programmable.
The TI-57.
Its self-teaching
system gets you
programming
fast.
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Tl Pr ogr ammab le 57.

The p o w e r f u l
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easyto-follow, self-teaching learning guide —over
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and examples. Quickly learn the value of making repetitive calculations at the touch of a key.
Recall entire instruction sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calculation. Eight multi-use memories provide addressable locations to store and recall data. Program memory
s t o r e s up to 150 k e y s t r o k e s (50 p r o g r a m steps). E d i t i n g t o o :
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at
any point in a program. Also a powerful
slide rule calculator with logs, trig func/ % J
tions and advanced statistics routines.
M

The TI-58 and TI-59 combine three major innovations to bring the power of programming to
y o u - e v e n if you've never programmed before:
1. Extraordinarily powerful —at remarkable low prices.
2. Revolutionary plug-in modules put complex formulas to work
at the touch of a key.
3. Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of
programming through advanced programmings — language you
can understand.
fafsonol
Programming
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(Ticking Tracks
* 0 Programming

The Tl 58 and 59.
Both use
revolutionary
plug-in
Solid State
Software
libraries.

MEXAS Instruments

Tl Programmable 58. Up to 480 program

steps, or up to 60 memories. Master Library
module contains 25 prewritten programs in
math, engineering, statistics and finance. Also
increases number of s t e p s - up to 5000. Library
programs may also be addressed from the keyboard or inserted as subroutines. Can also be
used with Tl's new
PC-100Aprinter/plotA
ter. It lets you plot,
I
print headings and p r o m p t - m e s s a g e s .

P

i

1
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A *35.00 value if you act now.
Football Predictor. Forecast score, point spread. Bowling
Scorekeeper. Track 90 bowlers Golf Handicapper. Update handicap from latest round s score. Bridge. Computes
points from tricks made and bid, U.S. Chess Federation
Rankings. Wins, losses, draws Codebreaker. 3,024 possible,codes make this a unique challenge. B l a c k j a c k . Acey
Ducey. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a safe landing Jive
Turkey. Guess mystery n u m b e r - t e l l s you if you're high
or l o w - b u t is it jiving you 9 Nim. Play the machine, each
time it gets better. Sea Battle. 15 missiles to sink sub.
Quarterback. Call plays Photo 1. Compensate for change
in photo enlargement magnification Photo II: Fill-in-flash.
Computes correct lens f-stop in strong ambient light. Use
it with a PC-100A and have even more fun Computer Art.
Hangman. Put in a word, second player guesses or hangs.
Memo Pad. Write, enter messages Print and record them
on 59 s mag card. Use the card to replay the message
Biorythm. Plots all three cycles.

Leisure Library

Leisure Library comes
with Plug-in module
Library manual
Quick
reference guide Label
cards Library wallet

n Offer good from August 15 to October 31, 1977. Here's
what you do. Fill out this coupon. Return it to Tl with your
serialized Customer Information Card (packed in the box),
along with a copy of a dated proof of purchase showing
the serial number. Important. Your envelope must be
postmarked no later than October 31, 1977.
Leisure Library Offer
P 0 . Box 53, Lubbock, Texas 79408

Name
Address

More powerful than the TI-58. Up to
960 program steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And, record and protect custom programs. Also 10 user
flags. 6 levels of subroutines. 4 types
of branches.

299

Applied Statistics, Surveying, Real
Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation. $35.00* each.

ic)1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated

]

6

Dfl

When you buy a Tl Programmable 58
or 59 you can get this 19-program
Leisure Library.

Tl Programmable 59.

'Suggested retail price.

o

|

FREE.

+

Optional Libraries.

4

City
State
Tl 58 or 59 Serial Number

Zip
(from back of calculator)

Texas Instruments reserves the right to substitute software libraries of equal value based on availability
Please allow 30 days for delivery Otter void where prohibited by law Good in continental U S only

L

TEXAS I N S T R U M E N T S
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Computer aids university energy-saving efforts
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The old control p a n e l
-waiter underwood

by Mark Linimon

Live-in Babysitters wanted
Prefer married couple
with or without child
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment
Bills paid in return for babysitting.
2 0 2 7 Sunset Blvd.
For interview call
528-4937

Some of our
classrooms
aren't
classrooms
Many young men and women say they are
going to college for the challenge.
But it's tough to test yourself and find out what
you can do just by taking quizzes and finals.
Add Army R O T C to your program and you'll
automatically challenge both your physical
and mental skills.
U n l i k e strictly a c a d e m i c s u b j e c t s , A r m y
R O T C will teach you to think on y o u r f e e t . T o
make important decisions quickly. And it will
help you to develop your confidence and
stamina. One semester at a time.
In short, you can prepare yourself to handle
the impossible, on campus or off.
For full details call:
CALL OR WRITE

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
RICE UNIVERSITY - HOUSTON, TEXAS 77001
PHONE (713) 527-4956

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
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In an effort to cut down on
the University's substantial
utilities bill, the Physical
Plant department is currently
installing a centrallycontrolled computer system to
automate several functions,
such as air-conditioning,
which had previously required
manual adjustments. In its
initial phase, the system will
allow remote monitoring of
t e m p e r a t u r e in s e v e r a l
campus buildings, as well as
remote control of their airconditioning systems and
m i s c e l l a n e o u s equipment.
Also included is a monitoring
feature that keeps track of
usage of electricity by the
university as a whole.
Ruth Kendrick, in charge of
implementing the system for
Physical Plant, stated that the
system reflects an effort on the
part of the university to

Recent hourly
employees
now managers
making

$18,000+
Call R.P. Jones
527-9505
to inquire about
a real opportunity

further reduce energy
consumption, a program
which was begun during some
of the most radical cost
increases, and has met with
some success. "The system
c o n s i s t s of a c e n t r a l
minicomputer, including a
console and control software,
and remote units in each
building to be regulated,"
Kendrick stated.
"At first, we will have units
in seven buildings—Allen
Center, Sewall Hall, Fondren
Library, the Rice Memorial
Center, Hamman Hall,
Abercrombie Lab, and the
Physics Lab. This will be
expanded to other academic
buildings, and later, to the
colleges if the cost can be
justified," she continued. "The
best feature of the system we
chose—the Johnson Controls
Corp. JC-80—is the fact that
it's modular, and we can
expand it as we need to."
Johnson, which was one of
several vendors considered,
also makes some of the
currently installed manual
controls that the new system
will communicate with.
To understand how the
u n i v e r s i t y could j u s t i f y
buying such an elaborate
system, it's necessary to
understand the Houston
Lighting and Power Co. rate
structure, called "demand
pricing." Utility bills reflect
both a consumption cost
factor, based on how many
kilowatts were used during the
billing period, and a demand
cost factor. The demand cost
factor takes into account the
maximum amount of electricity that the university used
per 15 minute period in the last
month. In this way, by
i n c r e a s i n g their pricing
during hours of peak demand,
the light company hopes to
encourage users to shift loads
to non-peak times so that their
equipment is more equitably
utilized. This is particularly a
problem in Houston; as you
might expect, demand peaks
markedly in the early
morning, stays at a fairly high
level through the day, and
peaks quite sharply again in
the late afternoon, and then
f a l l i n g off through the
evening.
However, this definitely
creates headaches for power
users. "Our system will allow
us to m o n i t o r H L & P ' s
equipment, and that infor-

mation will allow us to
implement 'demand limiting'
(load averaging)," Kendrick
added. Obviously, any
reduction during peak hours
could result in significant
savings.
"Well consider this: in the
last five years, the unit cost of
natural gas, which we use in
our boilers, has gone up by
more than a factor of five.
Increases of this magnitude
just can't be passed on to
students—we've got to limit
usage somehow." And the cost
of utilities (mainly electricity
and natural gas) are, indeed,
quite high. Last year alone,
nearly $2 million ("less than
that, but not by much") went
towards heating, cooling, and
power; this year, the figure will
undoubtedly exceed that.
Kendrick also estimates that a
cost of $50 per hour to run a
building is not uncommon.
"And no matter what
happens, the light and gas
companies have to be paid."
Physical Plant has also
investigated other universities' approaches to rising
costs. "Cooperation is really a
key. It's very convenient for
students to be able to study in
any building at 4am, but if we
know that a building isn't
being used, and can turn off
the air handling system for
most of the night and still keep
the temperature between 75
and 80 degrees, then that's
what we have to do. As an
example, Fondren Library
was most helpful in shutting
down early on Sundays for the
first time ever this- summer.
This allowed us to not only
shut down the Fondren
equipment, but also some
central equipment."
Currently, only the basic
wiring of the system has been
installed; the central console
of the system will arrive in
mid-September. Once the
system is fully operational,
later in the semester, a
Physical Plant employee will
begin monitoring the computer full-time, and programs
will be developed to cycle the
building air h a n d l e r s
(currently done by mechanical
timers), and also produce
profiles of electrical use. Using
this, Kendrick will attempt to
c o m e up w i t h f u r t h e r
recommendations. In the
meantime, "any student input
we c a n g e t w o u l d be
appreciated."

"HEY STUDENTS"
We Need:
SECRETARIES
TYPISTS
RECEPTIONISTS

__

Call us for a work schedule as flexible as your class schedule! Work a day or
two or more a week (Tues./Thurs. or M/W/F) or whenever you have a full
day off!!

Talent Tree Temporaries
4 GREENWAY PLAZA SUITE C980
(NEAR SUMMIT)

965-0840
S07S WESTHEIMER SUITE 7S0
(QALLERIA)

even more misclassifieds
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i am starting over

Each little bell that rings,
He chose those boring colors,
He made those blue & gray
a
things.
* **
(refrain)
"I've been used, people."
4:54am SYSPRINT which is used for
*—waiter,
**
dumping,
SYSIN
which makes him crash,
Re Kazlow: "He's the biggest
turd I've ever known.. .1 mean, He made their mighty
mainframes,
t h i s guy p r a c t i c e s on
And he crammed them full of
weekends.
trash.
* **
(refrain)
"I'm sorry, I'm an academ."
source Each reader that always feed
*—reliable
**
checks,
"R.L. is a one-man commit- SYSPCH which will . and'mly
punch,
tee."
And
the soft-ware for all those
* *•
tight loops,
'Actually, this place is just That make the CPU start to
tooo cosmic for me, man. If ya
munch.
know what I mean."
(refrain)
• **
Fried whole birds, and now He made the spinning diskpacks,
flavored blood plasma. . .I'll
Each little head that squeaks,
never be able to eat again.
All the shorted heads that are
k.r.
crashing,
1:20am
8/24/77
* * *
To put the system down for
weeks.
Overheard at Baker frosh
(refrain)
picnic:
Each cc of cooling freon,
"Are you a science fiction
Each re-IPL of the hour,
person?"
He gave them versatility,
"No, I am for real."
* * *
To make all programs sour,
Unfortunately, I couldn't (refrain)
typeset the above, due to He made the lights go
my r e g r e t t a b l e d e a t h
flashing,
which occurred earlier in And suddenly come to a halt.
the day. How unfortunate. Which makes the operators
—m.l.
scream ev'ryday:
* **
"It's the goddam programmers' fault."
System/370 Hymn: "All
Systems Real and Virtual"
(refrain)
(sung to the tune of "All $END
Things Bright and Beautiful")
• »*
*»*

All systems real and virtual,
All diskpacks great and small,
o s, wise and wonderful,
Lord IBM made them all;
Each little bubble of memory,

"Bring back Wayne Hale."
graffito
* *—oral
*
"At least 98% of all statistics
are total lies."

English composition.

Refrigerator for rent—
I'm getting bored.
•5.2 cu ft.
* • *
•compact
"Actually, I prefer raw
•$40 for the year
Call: E. O'Connor, 664-8870 porn."
CPR 8-15-77
after 7pm.

Well, the nuclear death
warning just went off again. I
think I'll go down to the
tunnels.
» *»

". . .yea. There's more people
on top."
—staff
5:48am
* *tapes,
*

• **

Overheard: "But why didn't
they list it also as the BJ
formal instead of just as the
JB formal?"
Answer: "Because I don't
want to rent *only
half a tux."
* *

If a n y o n e is going to
Galveston on Friday, Sept. 2
for an interview, and would
like to share a ride, please call
x2481 or leave a note in my box
at Brown College. Margaret
Gutierrez.

"dave. stop, dave. dave. my
mind is going, i can feel it,
dave. . .

* * *

* * *

"You can tell t h e y ' r e
Freshmen, they; still eat
breakfast."

what's my name. . .why am i
here. . .what do i think i am
doing?

• **

• **

". . .and this wasn't idle
chatter—this was serious
chatter."
—dr. hackerman
* * *

Mommy Mc*Who
* * says NO!
"sort of like a watermelon
with bones, the s p l a t
component and the crunch..."
Keith Robinson

may the fours be with you
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27" Schwinn Suburban 5
speed, tourist style, 22" green
frame, new chain, derailleur,
and grease job. Heavy use
since 1974, but still good
transportation—to bargain
call 5224857 or 792-4204.

ACORN
America's Largest
Consumer G r o u p
Wants Consumer
Activists t o Fight for
Various Issues.
Call 658-0945
Salaried Position

Part or full-time
bussers & cocktail
servers needed
Available to work
lunch & dinner.
Inquire in person
after 2 at
Victoria Station
3015 S. Post Oak

Carpets
Used
$15-45
each
Open 11-6
M o n . - Sat.
926-9206

Specials
Modal
Neraka # K Dictating unit

Your Coat

T SOQ Tranac corneal wt* OI1K
Sony M NM.na«a< MCSO-Panatonic ate
1
4*00 Otytapu
10JM Taaaa Inn LED waicfcaa live funet
1K up

IK. 00 Haflhaa Aircraft Calc W i M m n I
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ITS 00
41K

Neratee •/Traeac
Warafca TrawacnOar
Neraka #M Trentc or 0«i umt 4t*M
progr «a*a
MM
1K Elact Profr Cheat Gama.
P<ay al
Nerake Caaaadaa-30 mm
ma.p»ayalona
IKK
Cran Elect Natafcaok Diet
Elaci Profff Bactgaatmon Gama.
IKK
IMM play atooa
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IMM PHonaMata-CetfaAPfcona4acordACaJ cailut
Sony M-1MC
J* (Due 3M Dry Photoce#>ar. graat unit (newl J* K
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W« carryfteyal.Otnreta. imon. Amanr Ueydi CammadOfa Urwrat. Sharp
Caftan. Paruaa«M. I any.ftCA.2amtf» rVt. JVC. lenyt. Ia*r Hy Oam ate

Part-Time
Hours
Available
Monday through Friday. Must
type 40 wpm and spell
accurately. Call for more
information.
The Houston Post

Pneea art t o I LA Oaedt tetteci la avatfaMtty At* far aur lamawt cataieg
Wt
Mat aey prtcd if Ma cempetftwit hat CM «ae#> an hand
AM M 00 far
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Want Ads Department
926-8237

Olympic sftus comPAfw inc

ext. 115

Steak & Ale
at Richmond
& South Post Oak
Now Accepting
Applications for
service hostesses,
waiter's assistants,
and kitchen personnel
E.O.P.
965-0351

(continued from page 1)
in mind. The fact that the
student had to mention and
relate all twelve items in an
argumentative essay precluded much wandering from
whatever central thesis the
student chose.
At a glance the results of the
A-D and E-Z groups are
significantly comparable.
Within fqur tenths of a
percentage point, about 58% of
each group passed. However,
whereas 13.1% of the 500 E-Z
Freshmen failed, only 8.8% of
the 159 "plastic hippo" group
failed. Thus, a higher
percentage of those forced to
write on the twelve items
Edward E. Kleinschmidt,
101, inventor of the
teletypewriter machine
used to transmit news
around the globe (or at least
the block) died of heart
disease in Canaan, Conn,
recently. A tinkerer since
a child, Kleinschmidt was
only 15 when he began
work on his teletypewriter,
which was an alternative
design to the more wellknown Teletype™ design.

either passed or low-passed
than did those with a choice.
While Dr. Huston cannot tell
at this time whether next
year's Composition Exam will
also be non-uniform in
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , he does
believe that the English
department should continue to
design exams which stress the
importance of such factors as
organization and continuity
in the writing and consideration of an essay. Whether or
not English Composition
Exams like this year's will be
given is a matter the English
department will have to decide
using both internal and
external feedback.
The invention eventually
made him a multi-millionaire. Among his 100-odd
patented inventions: a
stock market ticker, an
automatic fishing reel, a
police radio-teleprinter and
a macaroni-twisting
machine. Reports that the
same basic Kleinschmidt
unit is used in each of these
are believed to be unfounded.

Q(ttfyf

PASADENA
TEXAS

Where the action is

Dance seven nights a week
Food & Drinks
Hear Regulars Johnny Lee, Kenny Fulton,
Toni Holcomb, Faron Evans and
the Bayou City Beat, nightly.
4500 Spencer Highway
Pasadena
946-9842
Fri. Aug. 26 Lost G o n z o Band
Fri. Sept. 2 Ray Wiley Hubbard

Sat. Sept. 3

Asleep at the Wheel
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misclassifieds •
the
rice ,
people s
calendar

thursday the twenty-fifth
4:30pm. Brown College. Party for new
transfer students.
7pm. Alley Theatre. The Marvelous
Visit. $2.
8pm-12m. Rice Memorial Center.
Freshman "Casnio" (?) party.
9:30pm. Alley. Marvelous Visit.

friday the twenty-sixth
10am. Grand Hall, Rice Memorial Center (RMC). Orientation
for new graduate students.
12n-5pm. Colleges. Preliminary registration, the first
installment of much paperwork.
4pm-6pm or 5pm-7pm, depending on who you believe. RMC
patio. All-School picnic.
5pm. Valhalla, MENSA meeting.
7pm. Alley. The Marvelous Visit.
7:30pm. Wiess Commons. Wiess movie: Little Big Man with
Dustin Hoffman. Free.
8:30pm. Reunion Theatre, 709 Franklin (downtown, I think).
Noel Coward's Private Lives, "an intimate comedy."
Tickets $3 for students.
9:30pm. Alley. Marvelous.
10pm. Wiess. Little Big Man repeats.
12m. Alley. Freaks (Tod Browning). In the Sleaze series. $2.

Saturday the twenty-seventh
8:14am. "What, me graduate?"
12n-. All off-campus freshmen and transfers depart.
12n+. All on-campus non-freshmen arrive. Also, end of
" Ad v i s o r s - o n - t h e - M a k e " week. B e g i n n i n g of
"Upperclassmen-on-the-Make" year.
7 and 9:30pm. Alley. Harold and Maude. $2.
8:30pm. Reunion Theatre. Private Lives. $3.

Sunday the twenty-eighth
12:45pm. Commons. Fried shrimp with tartar sauce.
12:46pm. It's too early in the semester to be tacky, so I won't
say it.
2:30pm. Alley. Jazz at the Alley: Pat William Quintet; Bob
Henschen and the Amazing Music Group.
4-7pm. Autry House (across Main Street from Lovett College).
Free food and entertainment, to welcome you to Rice.
7 and 9:30pm. Alley. Harold and Maude.
8pm. Hamman Hall. Will Ricefilm:To Have and Have Not,
with Bogart and Bacall. Free.
8:30pm. Reunion Theatre. Last chance to catch Private
Lives.
10pm. Hamman. To Have and Have Not.

monday the twenty-ninth
8am. This instant is proclaimed to be Officially Yucky.
6pm. Commons. First lousy meal of the year; only the
freshmen are surprised.

tuesday the thirtieth
7:30pm. Hamman Hall. Rice Karate Club film: Enter the
Dragon, with Bruce Lee. 50<t.
8pm. Alley. Lifeboat (Hitchcock). $2.
10pm. Hamman. Enter the Dragon.

Wednesday the thirty-first
7pm-llpm. Hamman Hall. Rice Players (the local theater
people) try-outs for Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. No
experience necessary.
7pm. SH309 (Sewall Hall 309). KTRU organizational meeting;
if you're interested in radio, think you might be interested
in radio, or just want to drop by and say "Huh?", come on
by.
7:11pm. Actually, you do want to work for the Thresher,
(plugplugplugplugplug)
7:30pm. Media Center. Early films (1892-1913) by Hepworth,
Porter, Lumiere, Melies, D.W. Griffith et al. $1.50.
8pm. Alley. Lifeboat.
8:30pm. Miller Theatre, Hermann Park. Houston Jazz Ballet
performance: call 222-3415 for info on this and other Miller
happenings.
9:30pm. Alley. Lifeboat.

thursday, the first of September
7 and 9:30pm. Alley. On an Island With You, starring
Esther Williams.
7pm-llpm. Hamman. Another chance to try out for Twelfth
Night.
7:30 and 10pm. Media Center. Invasion of the Body
Snatchers. With the uncut ending. $1.50.
8pm. The latest Thresher should have been out 4 or so hours
by now.
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Grad student at Baylor college
of Medicine needs a roommate
for a nice house approx. 7
minutes away from Rice.
House and room is furnished
and air-conditioned, large
kitchen, study, etc. Am in
process of adding on a room by
m i d - S e p t e m b e r . Cost 1
roommate—$150. 2 roommates—$110 each; plus bills
(approx. $20/mo.) Call Dave at
667-6326 (night) or 790-4457,
x57 (day).
* * *

V-R-R-O-O-O-M-M ! ! !
* * *

"Look! There's Parmet on a
recruiting run!"
• * *

"Well, Logitek works for
ktru, and I'm working for
Logitek—therefore, I'm subsubcontracted to myself."
E.M.S., 10:28pm
8/20/77
+ * •

Turntable: Thorens 150 with B
& O cartridge, $90. Mattress,
full size, $15. Call Peter, 5295208 or 528-6281.
*

* *

Sinclair Scientific (Pocket
size) calculator 4 sale. Call
Tere in Jones, x2340.

Free room and board in
e x c h a n g e for aid with
handicapped student. Evenings only. 723-2214.
* * *

Book sale continues: Physics
101 Tipler text, $11.37, Tilley
text $8.98, Chem 101 text
$6.98. All used, but in excellent
condition. If any of you
freshmen don't want to pay
the bookstore's rip-off prices,
call Steve at 771-1900 during
Freshman week or come by
421 Lovett after and pay my
rip-off but otherwise reasonable prices. Also, for your
entertainment, old Engl 101
books—Hall, Joyce, Renault,
Shakespeare, Stoppard,
Beckett—all the biggies.
• * *

"I may be naive, but I'm not
stupid."
ELC

Co-op/coed house has room to
rent to female of reasonable
lifestyle. Computer, darkroom,
sundeck, etc. included. Close to
Rice. 668-6499 evenings.
* * *

For sale: 1300 VW engine,
$200; tires (5), $75; seats, $40;
tran. axle, $50; plus gen.
starter, volt reg., and more.
Prices negotiable. Call 5243205.
* * *

Waiters—call Tim Walker
after 5pm, 668-9211, x361.
Part time and full time, nites.
Experience necessary.
Waitresses also; call x206. ask
for Carolyn Newell.
* * *

"Idi Amin used to be my
hero, but lately he has become
sort of an asshole."
from Ted Andrews' mouth
***

* * *

Students needed part time.
$95.00/wk to start. For appt
call 526-3020 or 526-3029. Ask
for Mr. Adams.
"Normal people are so
boring!"
"I know, Karla, that's why I
work here."

We need a refrigerator and
small sofa. Come to 114 Baker
or call 526-2843.
* * *

Freshpersons needing a roll
course see Quinn Chiply—
Baker.
• **

don't w e all—m.l.

notes and notices !
Special — There will be a
special meeting of the S.A.
Senate on Tuesday, August
30th at 4:30pm. in the Will
Rice commons. The short
meeting will be held to set a
date for the new election for
Campanile editor.
* * *

Video — Feel like expressing
yourself in a video medium?
Well then, attend the first
meeting of ARTS 455B,
"Computer Graphics and
Animation." Past projects
will be screened. Date is
Monday, August 29th,
7:30pm at the Media Center
auditorium.
S m a r t — M E N S A is an
international society of
persons who have scored in
the top 2% of the general
population on a standardized IQ or aptitude test
(SAT-1300+). Meetings are
held on the second and
fourth Fridays of the month
at 5pm at Valhalla (under
Chem Lec Hall). Requests
for information or membership applications should be
addressed to: Gulf Coast
Young Mensa, P.O. Box
25267, Houston, Tx 77005; or
call 776-9959 or 524-3205.
Twirl - The MOB will be
holding tryouts for twirlers
on Sept. 1, at 4pm on the
patio of the RMC. Anyone
who is interested is eligible.
Each candidate should
prepare a short strut routine
and a short dance/solo
routine. In addition to these
routines you will be expected
to know the basic fundamentals. If you wish more
information call Danna
Bledsoe at 466-7768 or come
by the band hall Tuesday
August 30 between 4:15 and
5:00.

Scuba — The first meeting
of the Scuba Club has been
moved up due to certain
technicalities. New date is
Thursday, Sept. 1 at 7pm, in
Space Science 106. There
will be a slide program
focusing on a trip scheduled for October 15-16, and
refreshments will be served.
But most importantly, there
will be several items of most
important business requiring the presence of all
voting (paid) members.

Also, please attept to bring
your dues ($5) to the
meeting.
*

* *

Legal — The first meeting of

the rice pre-law associa-

tion will be Tues., Sept. 6 at
7:30pm in Wiess commons.
This is mainly an organizational meeting, so if you
want to join or just gawk, be
there, rpla officers meeting
will be in the Wiess PDR,
Wed, A 1.

HOW TO GET S T U F F ON T H E BACK P A G E
• Calendar entries must be submitted by Tuesday nights at
10pm to make the next Thursday's paper. Entries should
include date, time, and place of the event as well as the
name of the sponsoring organization. (A phone number
would help in case you leave something out). Calendar
entries should be one or two sentences only; anything
longer should be made a Notes and Notice or something
else.
• Notes and Notices must also be turned in by the same
deadline. Please include the other relevant information
also.
• Misclassifieds are printed as space is available. They are
included free; however, we can't guarantee that they will
be printed in any particular issue. We reserve the right to
modify names (to protect the innocent or whomever),
delete obscenities, challenge libelous statements , or
refuse to print particularly disgusting ones altogether.
Your chances of getting a questionable misclassified will
be somewhat improved if you include your name and
phone number. All misclassifieds must be submitted

IN WRITING to the Thresher office. We don't even
take them over the phone.

• We're here to help publicize campus events, but we can't
do it without your help. Don't count on anyone else to
submit your stuff for you; do it yourself to make sure.
• We hate to do it, but we will run something in several
consecutive issues. Resubmit something each time
because I confuse easily.
• Address all submissions, inquiries, gripes, bitches,
brickbats, dingbats, hand grenades, pipe bombs, small
thermonuclear weapons, sarcasm, dramatic irony,
metaphor, litotes, bathos, puns, blank pieces of paper,
small twigs, dead voles, photographs, priceless
documents, heirlooms, printouts, schematics, LSI chips,
but in no case Kleinschmidt™s to Back Page Editor,
% Rice Thresher, Campus Mail, or P.O. Box 1892, zip
77001.

